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Abstract

Acting creatively for enhanced performance:
challenges for Swedish manufactures in an age of outsourcing

This dissertation aims to contribute to the discourse on the future of manufacturing in Sweden. It 
is argued that the real threat does not come from lower wages in Eastern Europe and Asia. Rather it 
comes from an inability to make the most of existing manufacturing systems. 

The joint contribution of the underlying studies that this dissertation is based on provides compel-
ling support for corroborating this line of thought. More important, however, is that in addition to 
showing that there is room for improvement, a lot of input is provided on how to act creatively for 
enhanced performance.

The discussion on how to act mainly focuses on three research issues.

First, enhancing continuous improvement capability. The continuous improvement abilities considered 
most important for Swedish manufacturers to develop are pointed out. That is, the ability to adopt 
a systematic and strategic approach to continuous improvements, the ability to lead the way towards 
continuous improvements, and finally the ability to involve customers and suppliers in continuous im-
provements. Furthermore, the likely positive performance impact of accomplishing this is clarified.

Second, adopting the principles of lean manufacturing. Rather than reinforcing Taylorism, it is shown 
that lean manufacturing seems to contribute to the creation of sustainable work systems in Sweden. 
However, a broad process of change awaits the many companies that might aspire to transform their 
operations in this direction. In order to reap the full potential of this strategy, the work organisation, 
as well as management accounting and remuneration systems, must change, not only manufacturing 
processes. 

Third and finally, making more effective outsourcing decisions. It is shown that any positive effects of 
outsourcing manufacturing are more likely to be realized if concurrent initiatives are taken to develop 
the capability of the manufacturing function. The analysis also indicates a potential for taking a more 
strategic approach to outsourcing, i.e., outsourcing in order to increase focus on core manufacturing 
activities and take advantage of the supplier’s higher innovation capability. Moreover, a potential for 
selecting suppliers more appropriately is also indicated, such as by trying to achieve greater economies 
of scale. 

The chosen methodological approach has been to combine two large-scale surveys of representative 
samples of Swedish engineering industry companies with two multiple case studies. The surveys meas-
ured continuous improvement behaviours, lean manufacturing and outsourcing, and provides descrip-
tive statistics as well as tests of theoretical assumptions. The case studies provide a deeper understand-
ing of researched issues. One was designed to illustrate how the Balanced Scorecard may enhance 
the continuous improvement capability level, and the other, to hearing some voices of the empirical 
field. 

Keywords: Balanced Scorecard, continuous improvement behaviours, lean manufacturing, outsourc-
ing manufacturing, plant performance, Swedish engineering industry, team-based work organisation, 
shop-floor work.
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1 The Swedish engineering industry at crossroads

Introduction and overall purpose
This dissertation aims to contribute to the discourse on the future of manufacturing in 
Sweden, an issue that attracts a lot of attention today. The main reason for the attention 
is a tendency among Swedish engineering industry companies to offshore manufactur-
ing to low-wage countries and to redirect investments to emerging markets far from 
home. There is a concern that this development will have a negative impact on the 
nation. Sweden’s welfare is heavily dependent on progress in the engineering industry. 
This industry sector accounts for half of Sweden’s exports. More than 300,000 people 
work here and approximately 600,000 are indirectly dependent on it, many who work 
in service enterprises (Teknikföretagen, 2006).

However, recent studies show that the number of lost jobs due to offshoring is not 
the real trouble. Estimations show that around 4000 jobs are lost every year as a con-
sequence of companies moving out. 4000 is a very small figure when compared to 
400,000, which is the total number of jobs (re)created in Sweden every year. These 
calculations are not an exact science, but made to the best of existing knowledge, see, 
e.g., Fölster (2004), Ekholm and Hakkala (2005), Jonsson (2006), and Mattila and 
Strandell (2006). 

The severe negative effects that an offshoring decision can have on a specific town or 
geographic area with few large employers should not be neglected. This kind of effect 
has been reported by Sweden’s leading white-collar union (SIF, 2004) and by the West 
Sweden Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Västsvenska industri och handelskam-
maren, 2005). But just as these reports point out threats, they also draw attention to 
the many opportunities that the Chinese dragon, among others, provide. Entering 
these emerging markets also means many more jobs at home as an effect of increased 
market share, etc. The latter is also emphasized by the Association of Swedish Engineer-
ing Industries (Rune & Sadegh, 2005; Sadegh, 2004), the Embassy of Sweden/Swedish 
Institute for Growth Policy Studies in Beijing (Schwaag, Serger & Widman, 2005) 
and the Swedish Metal Workers’ Union (Larsson, 2005). Based on extensive statistical 
analyses and interviews with executives of leading Swedish companies, these organisa-
tions found that the current orientation towards the now-emerging markets does not 
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seem to take place at the expense of lost jobs in Sweden. On the contrary, their studies 
show that it is of vital importance for future growth and welfare in Sweden that Swed-
ish companies make it in Eastern Europe and China today. 

So if ‘lost jobs’ are not the trouble – what is? The short answer is that Swedish com-
panies do not take advantage of their full productivity potential. A recent publication 
by the Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth shows that in most of the 
studied engineering industry companies productivity could be improved by 30–50% 
(Kinnander & Almström, 2006). This is true despite the prevalence of well-known 
production philosophies such as lean manufacturing (see, e.g., Liker, 2004; Womack, 
Jones, & Roos, 1990) and continuous improvements (e.g. Imai, 1986). This waste of 
resources must come to an end. In the opinion of the author of this dissertation, there 
are three main reasons for this. 

First of all, countries like China and India are investing huge amounts of resources in 
order to develop ‘competence on their own’ in industry segments that leading Swedish 
companies are competing in today. Telecommunications, infrastructure, the automo-
tive industry and medicine are just a few examples. The Association of Swedish Engi-
neering Industries estimates that it will take about 15–20 years for these investments 
bear fruit (Rune & Sadegh, 2005). Until then a rather safe ride is predicted for Swedish 
enterprise. What comes next is less clear cut, however. It is definitely no advantage to 
waste 30–50% of our productivity potential. 

Secondly, there is the future scenario of manufacturing systems in Sweden sketched by 
the Swedish Technology Foresight Group (Teknisk framsyn, 2003). The report asserts 
that future manufacturing systems will have very little leeway for wasting resources. 
On the contrary, effective utilization of resources to meet advanced customer demand 
will distinguish those who survive. It is argued that future manufacturing systems will 
be characterized by mass customization, collaborative improvements in business net-
works, and an ability to take charge of all employees’ abilities to continuously improve 
products and processes in order to adapt to an ever-changing business environment. 

Thirdly, Sweden has to attract future investments. This is done by positioning Sweden 
as a country where every invested crown is utilized 100%. If, on the contrary, it is true 
that 30–50% of the productivity development potential is not taken advantage of, it will 
be difficult to persuade future investors. The issue of moving manufacturing to Sweden 
has recently been studied by Eliasson and Eliasson (2005) in a multiple case study of 15 
companies. While some were new, direct, foreign investments, most of them were results 
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of relocation decisions that originated from overcapacity due to acquisitions and mergers. 
The study revealed that the game of attracting investments is most certainly played in a 
global arena, where plants/locations all over the world are compared. Again, it was shown 
that margins were tight, with little room for wasting resources. 

To sum up, the real threat to Swedish industry is not coming from lower wages in East-
ern Europe and Asia. The cited studies point in another direction instead. The threat 
comes from an inability to make the most of existing manufacturing systems. The pro-
found manufacturing knowledge that has accumulated in Sweden over centuries must 
be better taken care of and turned into competitive advantage. There are several good 
examples of how this may be done. Scania is perhaps the most cited one (see, e.g., IVA, 
2004), and illustrates the possibility of how to accomplish profitable manufacturing 
in Sweden. Namely, companies need to adopt the principles of lean manufacturing 
and continuous improvements, and more importantly, adapt these production philoso-
phies to Swedish conditions. Thus, the Swedish engineering industry is at a crossroads. 
The alternatives are to stand still, which actually means moving backwards, or to act 
creatively for enhanced performance. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to point at some challenges for Swedish engineering 
industry companies that aspire to act creatively for enhanced performance. The discus-
sion is limited to the following three research issues and goals:

1. Enhance the continuous improvement capability level.
2. Adopt the principles of lean manufacturing.
3. Make effective outsourcing decisions.

It’s not my intention, nor within the scope of this dissertation to give a complete pic-
ture of these issues. Independently, Papers I – IV investigate important aspects thereof, 
and together they reflect some of the complexity of the overall research area.

The reason why the dissertation is limited to the above mentioned issues is that I have 
been engaged in different research projects that have had this focus during my posi-
tion as doctoral student. The projects have had a very important role for the develop-
ment of this dissertation. I therefore continue this chapter by introducing the reader 
to my dissertation process and the foundations for the projects that I have worked on. 
Thereafter, I return to each of the three research issues in order to present theoretical 
underpinnings and research questions, as well as to clarify what in current research 
makes this dissertation useful.  
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Dissertation process
I have been engaged in three different research projects during my position as doctoral 
student. The basic idea with this dissertation is to report some findings from some of 
the studies that I have undertaken during this period of time. I stress the word some, 
because I have consciously chosen to bring forward a selection of findings in order to 
create a meaningful synthesis. The reason for this is that the projects have had differ-
ent purposes and different theoretical foundations, extended over quite a long period 
of time, and furthermore a whole lot has already been reported in my licentiate thesis 
(Dabhilkar, 2003). This is clarified in the subsequent sections. 

Project 1: Control in team-organised manufacturing (2000–2003)
This project was led by my assistant advisor Professor Lars Bengtsson and financed by 
the Swedish Council for Working Life Research (RALF) and the Swedish Agency for 
Economic and Regional Growth (NUTEK). The project was a joint research effort and 
coordinated from the University of Gävle. Researchers from Stockholm School of Eco-
nomics and Uppsala University participated too. Important findings from the project 
are summarized in an anthology edited by Bengtsson, Lind and Samuelson (2000).

The purpose of the project was to study the need for change in management control 
when implementing target-oriented production teams at the shop floor. ABB’s T-50 
and EVITA-projects were two very important sources of inspiration to us. T-50 is an 
acronym for Time-50. All lead-times were to be reduced by 50% at the company. At 
the operational level this process of change was met by heavy decentralization and 
process orientation. This caught our interest. In order to manage and improve the new-
ly identified processes that created customer value, the production teams at the shop 
floor got a new and very important role. They were the basic building blocks of the new 
work organisation. New and additional work tasks were integrated both horizontally 
and vertically into the daily work of the production teams; thereby, the company broke 
away significantly from Taylor’s (1911) principles of scientific management.  

EVITA is an acronym for Management Control in the Spirit of T-50. An action research 
project found a need for change in management control at ABB in order to support the 
T-50 project (Ewing, 1996; Ewing & Lundahl, 1996; Lundahl & Ewing, 1997). There 
were two main reasons for this. First, there was a need to break with a functional mind-
set in favour of a more process-oriented one (Majchrzak & Wang, 1996). Secondly, it 
was necessary to support the production teams in their new and more important role. 
The latter is also referred to as Control in the age of empowerment (see, e.g., Simons, 
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1995). In order to meet this need for change, ABB developed a management control 
system which was closely related to the Balanced Scorecard (BSC), launched simulta-
neously in the US (Kaplan & Norton, 1992, 1993, 1996b). However, there was one 
very important difference. While the Balanced Scorecard mainly was a tool for the top 
floor, EVITA was a tool for the shop floor in order to support the production teams in 
their new and more important role.

My first task as newly appointed doctoral student was to undertake a survey study of 
the diffusion of production teams and the use of different forms of management con-
trol systems in the Swedish engineering industry. ABB’s T-50 and EVITA projects were 
seen as role models for the industry and used as benchmarks. I was the main person 
responsible for collecting and analysing the data, as well as writing up the reports. This 
work was done under the supervision of Professor Lars Bengtsson and in coopera-
tion with my colleague Camilla Niss. The survey instrument focused on production 
teams and measured integration of work tasks, approaches to continuous improve-
ments, wage systems, target orientation, the use of Balanced Scorecard and plant per-
formance. The work of Bengtsson, Bundy and Ljungström (1998), Hart, Berger and 
Lindberg (1996), Brulin and Nilsson (1995) and Lundahl and Ewing (1997) were 
very important sources of inspiration when designing the survey instrument. Eighty 
plants responded; the response rate amounted to 55%. A large diffusion of production 
teams was found. However, in many cases the study indicated a lack of congruence be-
tween work organisational structures and forms of management control (i.e. continu-
ous improvements, wage systems and Balanced Scorecard). Good reasons for trying to 
establish congruence were also found. Most importantly, companies who had done so 
performed a lot better in terms of productivity, quality and cost reduction.   

My second task was to follow up the survey results with a multiple case study [Case 
Study A]. In particular, Prof. Bengtsson and I decided to follow up companies that 
claimed in the survey to have implemented the Balanced Scorecard on the production 
team level. The hype surrounding the Balanced Scorecard at that point of time was 
rather massive in Sweden. We were curious to find out if it was ABB’s EVITA version or 
the original American top-down version that had diffused in Sweden. This was impor-
tant, because the top-down version matched badly with advanced team organisation 
and created inconsistencies in management control. I was responsible for collecting 
and analysing the data as well as writing up the reports. The work was done in coopera-
tion with Prof. Bengtsson. In total nine manufacturing plants that had implemented 
the Balanced Scorecard on the shop-floor level were studied. The most interesting find-
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ing was that the studied companies showed an ability to link local work on continuous 
improvements in shop-floor teams to the overall strategic planning of the company. 
This was very important because contemporary research at that time showed that con-
tinuous improvements in production teams had started to spread in Sweden (Hart et 
al., 1996), but these improvements lived lives of their own, isolated from the strategic 
planning of the companies (Nilsson, 1999). The negative effect of this was that the pro-
duction teams did not have sufficient support in their improvement work and therefore 
often ran out of steam. The knowledge base of the production teams was not being 
taken advantage of in order to improve the competitiveness of the companies. 

The survey and multiple case study formed the basis for my licentiate thesis:

Dabhilkar, M. (2003). Mot balanserad styrning i teamorganiserad produktion (“Con-
trol in team-organised manufacturing”). Licentiatavhandling, Institutionen för indus-
triell ekonomi och organisation, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, Stockholm. (In Swed-
ish)

The thesis was a collection of the following three publications where I was the main 
author:

• Dabhilkar, M. & Niss, C. (2000). Spridning av produktionsteam och förändrade sty-
rformer (“Diffusion of production teams and changed management control systems”). 
In Bengtsson L., Lind J. & Samuelson L.A. (Eds.) Styrning av team och processer 
– teoretiska perspektiv och fallstudier (“Control in team-based and process-oriented 
organisations – Theoretical perspectives and case studies”). Stockholm: Ekonomiska 
Forskningsinstitutet vid Handelshögskolan i Stockholm. (In Swedish)

This book chapter was entirely based on the survey. An earlier version was presented 
at the 7th International Conference on Human Aspects of Advanced Manufacturing: 
Agility and Hybrid Automation III, 27–30 August, 2000, Krakow, Poland.

• Dabhilkar, M. & Bengtsson, L. (2002). The role of Balanced Scorecard in manufac-
turing: A tool for strategically aligned work on continuous improvements in produc-
tion teams? In M. Epstein & E. Manzoni, (Eds.), Studies in Managerial and Financial 
Accounting — Performance Measurement and Management Control. Oxford: Elsevier 
Science.
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This book chapter was based on the survey and the multiple case study. Earlier versions 
were presented at the 4th International QMOD Conference, 12–14 September, 2001, 
Linköping and the EIASM Workshop on Performance Measurement and Manage-
ment Control, 4–5 October, 2001, EDHEC, Nice.

• Dabhilkar, M. & Bengtsson, L. (2004). Balanced Scorecards for strategic and sustain-
able continuous improvement capability. Journal of Manufacturing Technology Manage-
ment, 15(4), 350–359. [Paper I]

This paper was entirely based on the multiple case study [Case Study A] and is included 
in this doctoral dissertation as Paper I. 

An earlier version of the paper was presented at the 4th International Conference on 
Continuous Innovation in Business Processes and Networks, 15–18 September, 2002, 
Helsinki where it was awarded the John Bessant Best Paper Award. The paper has also 
been presented at the 5th International QMOD Conference, 29–31 October, 2002, 
Pusan, and the 16th Asian Quality Symposium on Sustainable Growth, 15–16 Novem-
ber, 2002, JUSE, Tokyo.
 
Thus, no survey results from Project 1 are included in this doctoral thesis. I have only 
chosen to include results of the case study on Balanced Scorecard in this dissertation 
[Paper I].

Project 2: 2nd International Continuous Improvement Survey (2003–2004) 
Immediately after completing my licentiate thesis I decided to go for a second large-
scale survey study as the basis for my doctoral dissertation. The reason was that I had 
developed an interest during Project 1 in trying to work with different multivariate 
data analysis techniques. However, my first survey wasn’t really designed for this. It was 
of a more descriptive nature. On the CINet homepage, I found out that the 2nd Inter-
national CI Survey was to be launched.1 I contacted the network and simply asked if 
I could collect the data for the Swedish part and use this for my doctoral dissertation. 
The project was financed by the University of Gävle Research Board (Forskningsnäm-
nden) and supported by Teknikföretagen (Association of Swedish Engineering Indus-
tries) and Centrum för ständiga förbättringar (Center for Continuous Improvements). 
For the Swedish part of the survey, I was the person mainly responsible for collecting 
and analysing the data as well as writing up the reports. The work was done in coopera-
1 CINet is an acronym for Continuous Innovation Network. A global network set up to bring together researchers 
and industrialists working in the field of Continuous Innovation (www.continuous-innovation.net). 
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tion with my assistant advisor Professor Bengtsson and Dr. Mats Magnusson at Chalm-
ers University of Technology, who also were members of the Swedish research team.

An important reason as to why I decided to participate in the second round of the 
International CI Survey was that the first round had made such a great impact on me, 
especially the work of Hart et al. (1996). My bachelor’s thesis (Cronholm & Dabhilkar, 
1998) was based on their taxonomy of team-based CI strategies, as was the survey and 
multiple case study in Project 1 for my licentiate thesis (Dabhilkar, 2003). 

The International CI Surveys are an activity within CINet. The instruments are mainly 
based on the work of John Bessant and his colleagues. The instrument for the first 
round was based on Bessant et al. (1994) and the instrument for the second round was 
based on Bessant et al. (2001). Eleven European countries and Australia participated 
in the second round. All national research teams were responsible for collecting their 
country data. One common instrument was used.2 The instrument was designed by a 
small steering group. Neither I, nor Lars Bengtsson nor Mats Magnusson participated 
in this group. We had comments and suggestions for improvements on the final instru-
ment. Some were met, some were not. As happens many times in large projects, the 
instrument was a compromise between many different perspectives and experiences. As 
an example, it was important to me that the behaviours that made up Bessant’s model 
of continuous improvement behaviour were included in detail. This request was met. 
It was necessary in order to test the model, one of my main interests.

Furthermore, I added constructs on lean manufacturing to the Swedish instrument. 
The reason for this was that a debate had started where lean manufacturing was being 
blamed for deteriorated working conditions and increased sickness levels in Sweden. 
See, for example, the three anthologies edited by Barklöf (2000a, 2000b) and Lenner-
löf (2000) where more than 50 researchers contributed. It was difficult for me to digest 
the message put forward in these anthologies. Mostly because not one of the reported 
empirical studies was originally designed to study lean manufacturing as defined by 
Krafcik (1988) or described by Womack et al. (1990) or operationalized by Karlsson 
and Åhlström (1996). My major concern was that terms like downsized, emaciated 
and slim were confused in the anthologies with the principles of lean manufacturing 
as described by Womack et al. (1990). I was truly interested in trying to find out if 
the adoption of lean manufacturing tended to reinforce Taylorism or create a basis for 
sustainable work systems in Sweden. Since we were launching the 2nd International 
2 Survey instrument for the 2nd International Continuous Improvement Survey appended as Appendix I.
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CI Survey at that time, I took advantage of the opportunity to add constructs on lean 
manufacturing to our instrument. 

Project 2 resulted in four major publications where I was the main author. Two are 
included in this dissertation:

• Dabhilkar, M. & Bengtsson, L. (2006). Continuous improvement capability in the 
Swedish engineering industry. Accepted for publication, International Journal of Tech-
nology Management. [Paper II]

This paper was presented at the 5th International CINet Conference on Continuous 
Innovation: Strategic Priorities of the Global Knowledge Economy, 22–25 September, 
2004, Sydney.

• Dabhilkar, M. & Bengtsson, L. (2005). Lean manufacturing in Sweden: Reinforce-
ment of Taylorism or basis for sustainable work systems? Currently under review, Inter-
national Journal of Operations and Production Management. [Paper III]

This paper was presented at the 12th International EurOMA conference, 19–22 June, 
2005, Budapest.

• Dabhilkar, M., Bengtsson, L., Agurén, S., Magnusson, M. & Persson, B. (2004). 
Förbättringsarbetet höjer prestationen (“Continuous improvements enhances perform-
ance”). Verkstäderna Nr 7. (In Swedish)

This paper is based on Paper II and summarizes the Swedish part of the survey. It 
was co-authored by representatives of our project partners, Center for Continuous 
Improvements, Chalmers University of Technology and the Association of Swedish 
Engineering Industries.
  
• Dabhilkar, M. (2005) Mot hållbara produktionssystem! (“Towards sustainable work 
systems!”) In Bengtsson, L., Berggren, C. & Lind, J. (Eds.), Alternativ till outsourcing. 
Malmö: Liber ekonomi. (In Swedish)

This book chapter is based on Papers II and III.
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Project 3: Challenges when outsourcing manufacturing (2004–2006)
This project was led by my assistant advisor Lars Bengtsson and financed by Lunbäcks 
stiftelse and the Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA). The project 
was co-ordinated from the University of Gävle. Researchers from Linköping University 
and Stockholm School of Economics participated, too. Major findings are presented in 
an anthology in Swedish edited by Bengtsson, Berggren and Lind (2005) and entitled 
Alternatives to Outsourcing.

The point of departure for this project was the sudden increase in the outsourcing of 
manufacturing in the Swedish engineering industry during the early years of the new 
millennium. Unexpected and hasty decisions to outsource and/or offshore manufac-
turing in leading companies such as ABB, Electrolux and Ericsson made us wonder if 
this was appropriate. How widespread was this trend? What were the long-term effects 
of these decisions on future innovation capability? And what was the relative improve-
ment potential in outsourcing, in relation to alternative practices such as investments 
in new machinery and/or lean production? 

A fellow PhD candidate, Stefan Westin, was appointed at the University of Gävle to 
carry out a survey on manufacturing strategies and outsourcing in Sweden. He was the 
person responsible for designing the instrument, collecting data and assembling the 
database.3 Since I was very fascinated by the outsourcing trend and also interested in 
quantitative research, I started to work with this database. In particular I investigated 
the relative improvement potential in outsourcing manufacturing. The rationale be-
hind this decision was that my previous work had focused on different manufacturing 
development initiatives, e.g., new forms of management control in team-organised 
manufacturing, continuous improvements and lean production. Even if we did not 
operationalize lean production in exactly the same way in the two surveys, there was 
enough resemblance to make a meaningful comparison and link between the studies. 
Thus, I saw this as an opportunity to contrast the performance impact of outsourcing 
with previously studied manufacturing development initiatives. The point was, that 
if companies did not gain from outsourcing, it would be much wiser to invest than 
divest. This work resulted in one major publication where I was the main author, and 
which furthermore is included in this dissertation as Paper IV:

• Dabhilkar, M & Bengtsson, L. (2006). Invest or divest? On the relative improve-
ment potential in outsourcing manufacturing. Proceedings of the 17th meeting of the 

3 The survey instrument on Manufacturing strategies and outsourcing is appended as Appendix II.
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Production and Operations Management Society: Managing a World of Uncertainties, 
April 28–May 1, 2006, Boston. [Paper IV]

A revised version of this paper was also presented at the 13th International EurOMA 
conference, 18–21 June, 2006, Glasgow.

Finally, I decided to follow up the results of the 2nd International CI Survey and the 
outsourcing survey [i.e. Papers II III and IV] with interviews [Case Study B]. The 
reason for this was that these papers were entirely based on quantitative analysis. Case 
Study B was done to validate their outcome and to provide a deeper understanding. 
Key informants at Atlas Copco, Scania and SKF were interviewed. Case Study B re-
sulted in one major publication:

• Dabhilkar, M. (2006). Voices of the empirical field: Interview report on continuous 
improvements, lean manufacturing and outsourcing at Atlas Copco, Scania and SKF. 
Working paper. 

However, this paper does not stand on its own as the other appended papers do. One 
has to read my other articles or this dissertation in order to understand the meaning of 
it. I have therefore chosen to intersperse quotes from the interviews of Case Study B in 
Chapter 4, where the results of the survey studies are discussed.

Research issues

Research issue 1: Enhancing the continuous improvement capability level
The key reference with respect to the first research issue of this dissertation is the work 
of Bessant et al. (2001), who have developed an evolutionary model of continuous 
improvement behaviour.4 The model is rather complex and therefore only briefly de-
scribed here. A detailed account of the model, which includes definitions of used terms. 
etc., may be found in Paper II.

The model is made up of five CI capability levels (see Table 1).

Progression towards higher CI capability levels in the model involves adding new rou-
tines to the core set of behaviour patterns of the organisation. Specific behaviour pat-
terns cluster together and reinforce each other to create a certain CI ability. Thus, in 

4 Continuous improvement will henceforth be referred to as CI.
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order to increase CI capability organisations have to develop certain abilities by chang-
ing their behaviours.

The model differs from most other total quality management approaches in a very 
important respect. Contrary to emphasizing individual tools and techniques, the work 
of Bessant emphasizes CI organisational behaviours that have to be changed. The value 
of this approach is that it can help companies to overcome the frequently reported 
problem of customer focus programs running out of steam. Unless the culture of the 

Source: Table content based on Bessant (2003). © John Wiley & Sons Limited.  Reproduced with permission. 

Continuous improvement capa-
bility level 

Characteristic behaviour patterns 

Level 1 – Pre-CI 
Interest in the concept has been 
triggered – (by a crisis, by attend-
ance at a seminar, by a visit to 
another organisation, etc.) but 
implementation is on an ad hoc 
basis. 

Problems are solved randomly; no formal efforts or structure for 
improving the organisation; occasional bursts of improvement 
punctuated by inactivity and non-participation. Solutions tend 
to realise short-term benefits. No strategic impact on human 
resources, finance or other measurable targets. Staff and man-
agement are unaware of CI as a process. 

Level 2 – Structured CI 
There is formal commitment to 
building a system which will de-
velop CI across the organisation. 

CI or an equivalent organisation improvement initiative has 
been introduced. Staff use structured problem-solving proc-
esses; a high proportion of staff participate in CI activities; staff 
has been trained in basic CI tools. Structured idea management 
system is in place. Recognition system has been introduced. CI 
activities have not been integrated into day-to-day operations. 

Level 3 – Goal-oriented CI 
There is a commitment to linking 
CI behaviour established at the 
local level to the wider strategic 
concerns of the organisation. 

All the above plus: Formal deployment of strategic goals; moni-
toring and measuring of CI against these goals; CI activities are 
part of main business activities. Focus includes cross-boundary 
and even cross-enterprise problem solving. 

Level 4 – Proactive CI 
There is an attempt to devolve 
autonomy and to empower 
individuals and groups to man-
age and direct their own proc-
esses. 

All the above plus: CI responsibilities devolved to problem-solv-
ing unit; high levels of experimentation. 

Level 5 – Full CI capability 
Approximates a model ‘learning 
organisation’. 

All the above plus: Extensive and widely distributed learning 
behaviour; systematic finding and solving problems and cap-
ture and sharing of learning; widespread, autonomous but con-
trolled experimentation. 

Table  1.  A model of stages in the evolution of CI capability and their characteristic behaviour patterns.
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organisation is changed, i.e. the organisational behaviour patterns, the implementation 
of tools and techniques will not have a sustained impact.

The first research question that this dissertation intends to answer is directly linked to 
Bessant’s model, namely:

RQ 1: What is the continuous improvement capability level in the Swedish engineering 
industry and how may it potentially be enhanced?

The empirical studies on CI that I have undertaken for this dissertation are to a large 
extent based on the 2nd International CI Survey. My work is a clear continuation of the 
Swedish part of the 1st International CI Survey (see, e.g., Lindberg & Berger, 1997). 
Therefore, the main findings of the latter are summarized here. The Swedish part of the 
1st International CI Survey was carried out at Chalmers University of Technology in the 
mid 1990s. That study was also based on the work of Bessant (however, a far less mature 
version than the one presented above and therefore a different taxonomy were used, see, 
e.g., Bessant, Caffyn, Gilbert, Harding, & Webb, 1994). The first round of the survey 
in Sweden encompassed a large scale survey and a multiple case study. The Chalmers 
researchers contributed to knowledge with their study in two principal respects.

First, by attempting to estimate the CI maturity level in Sweden (note the different 
taxonomy used):

• 2% were named Non–CI adopters. These plants had checked the alternative: CI not 
suitable.
• 40% were named Late CI adopters. These plants had checked one of the following 
three alternatives: (5%) some people aware — no activities, (20%) widespread aware-
ness — little action and (15%) CI decided by management — few activities.
• 58% were named Early CI adopters. These plants had checked one of the following 
two alternatives: (43%) initiated systematic application of CI and (15%) established a 
widespread and sustained CI process.
  
Berger (2000) concluded the first round of the CI survey in Sweden by suggesting a 
“quite widespread application of CI”. However, he also noted that “the single largest 
group of plants claimed that they had initiated systematic application of CI — a state-
ment that could encompass considerably more plans and intentions than actual activi-
ties. A very conservative estimate would thus not exceed the 15% of the plants claiming 
a widespread and sustained CI process”.
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Their second contribution was a categorisation of team-based CI strategies in the Swed-
ish engineering industry. Lindberg and Berger (1997) recognized a distinction between 
three different team-based strategies for designing, organising and managing systems 
for CI in the Swedish engineering industry. These are the expert task force, organic and 
wide focus CI strategies. They differ according to the degree of managerial emphasis on 
controlling content, process or goals. In companies that have adopted the expert task 
force strategy, CI tasks are carried out in projects that are mainly staffed by profession-
als from engineering, etc. Production team members participate, but only to a limited 
extent. Management defines by whom and when (process) and what (content) activi-
ties should take place. In the organic strategy, it is the production teams that carry out 
the CI work, while management controls the CI work by setting business-related goals. 
The wide focus strategy is a combination of the previous two. Both experts and produc-
tion teams carry out the CI work; process, content and goals are predefined. 

Between the first and second rounds of the survey, additional work has been done on 
CI in Sweden that follows these two strands.

On the one hand we have research related to CI maturity in terms of adoption of CI 
tools and techniques. See, for example, Ljungström (2004) on 5S; Jonsson (1997) on 
Total Productive Maintenance; Deleryd (1998) on process capability studies; Hans-
son and Eriksson (2002) on the Swedish Quality Award; Dahlgaard et al. (1998), La-
grosen and Lagrosen (2005) on various tools and techniques; and Carlsson and Carls-
son (1996), Gustavsson et al. (2001) and Poksinska, Dahlgaard and Antoni (2002) on 
ISO 9000. These studies show a low rate of adoption, except for the use of ISO 9000. 
They also show that the companies that have adopted the studied tools and techniques 
perform better than non-adopters.

On the other hand we have research that focuses on CI and the organisation of shop-
floor work. When compared to the traditional Japanese approach where CI is mostly 
performed in parallel structures (Imai, 1986; Lillrank & Kano, 1989), the Swedish 
model has an emphasis on (re)designing the local work organisation in favour of an 
integration of CI into the daily work of shop-floor teams. The reason is that that the 
scope of CI is much higher in work organisations with enriched work content. See, 
for example, studies by Bengtsson and Ljungström (1998), Nilsson (1999), Axelsson 
(2000), Eklund (2000) and Kock (2002).

The first CI survey was a pioneer study with many strengths, as mentioned above. 
However, as in all research projects there were learning points that called for a second 
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round. First of all, CI maturity was measured on a too general level. Therefore, it was 
decided in the second round to not only ask for the CI maturity level but also the 34 
CI behaviours that make up Bessant’s model. Thus, there was a need for studying CI 
behaviour patterns and how these formed CI abilities. The main reason for this was 
that the first survey found that CI activity had diffused widely but the specific ways in 
which it was implemented and configured varied considerably, owing to diverse cul-
tural and historical conditions in different countries (see Boer et al., 2000).

A contribution of this dissertation is a more accurate estimation of the CI capability 
level of the Swedish engineering industry, as well as an analysis of what specific CI abili-
ties to develop in order to enhance this level. This is important for three reasons. First, 
as mentioned in the Introduction, there is a need for enhanced performance, and CI 
is most certainly a way of accomplishing this. Secondly, previous research has focused 
on tools and techniques and because the adoption of these are low it is important to 
switch focus. Instead of focusing on tools and techniques it is more important to shed 
light on CI behaviour patterns. Unless these are changed and specific abilities are de-
veloped, it will not matter whether new tools and techniques are implemented. There 
may be occasional bursts of improvement, but in the long run these improvements will 
be punctuated by inactivity and non-participation. Thirdly, and probably most impor-
tant, from a scientific point of view, is that the validity of Bessant’s model is tested. The 
model has previously been tested by means of an implementation case study of a large 
South African mining company (De Jager et al., 2004). The model was found valid 
and implementation resulted in significant performance benefits for the case company. 
However, this dissertation is the first attempt to test Bessant’s model quantitatively 
with a large-scale survey study.

Another contribution of this dissertation is that it provides a detailed case study of 
how CI capability can be enhanced. In particular it focuses on the use of Balanced 
Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a) and illustrates how companies can progress from 
a systematic to a strategic CI capability level in Bessant’s (2001) model given Lindberg 
and Berger’s (1997) three team-based CI strategies. This is important, because it seems 
that one of the key transitions that many companies find difficult in their CI journeys 
is the one between levels 2 and 3; that is, moving from a systematic approach to CI to 
one that brings a strategic focus to bear (Bessant & Francis, 1999; Kerrin, 1999). The 
Balanced Scorecard can most certainly assist in this journey; this issue has also been 
reported from Sweden. Researchers at the Swedish National Institute for Working Life 
stated that in order to develop good working conditions and simultaneously improve 
the competitiveness of the Swedish engineering industry, companies must develop stra-
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tegic CI capabilities by aligning CI in production teams to the overall strategic planning 
of the company (Nilsson, 1999). Unfortunately, this is not the case in general, which 
results in a lack of support and resources for the teams. Another aspect of the problem 
is that top management does not exploit the local and operational knowledge base in 
order to improve the company’s competitiveness further. A recent report from the As-
sociation of Swedish Engineering Industries also confirms that the Balanced Scorecard 
can play a very important role in this respect (Olve & Petri, 2004).

Research issue 2: Adopting the principles of lean manufacturing 
The key reference with respect to the second research issue of this dissertation is the 
work of Karlsson and Åhlström (1996), who developed an approach to assess progres-
sion towards lean manufacturing in organisations. The choice of the word “progression” 
is fundamental in order to fully appreciate their approach, because lean manufacturing 
is seen as an intended direction, not a state. It is important to acknowledge that their 
work is unique. It is most probably the only published operationalized model of lean 
manufacturing, with the description in The Machine That Changed the World (Womack 
et al., 1990) taken as a starting point.5

The Machine That Changed the World tied together many of the principles of lean man-
ufacturing that had caught the interest of researchers and practitioners from all over the 
world in the International Motor Vehicle Programme (IMVP). The following are ex-
amples of such principles: elimination of waste, continuous improvement, zero defects, 
just-in-time, pull instead of push, multifunctional teams, decentralized responsibilities, 
integrated functions and vertical information systems. Karlsson and Åhlström based 
their model on these principles and provided theoretically derived determinants and 
indicators lying behind them. As an example, elimination of waste is a principle of lean 
manufacturing. Work in progress is a theoretically derived determinant of this principle 
and value of work in progress in relation to sales is an operationalized indicator suitable 
to use in assessing changes towards lean manufacturing. 

Upon its arrival in Sweden, The Machine That Changed the World was praised by some 
and heavy criticised by others. There are many reasons for this and the topic is an inter-
esting theme for a doctoral dissertation on its own. I briefly share some of my thoughts 
on this subject, because it is linked to the second research question of this dissertation. 
In Sweden, we have a strong tradition of socio-technical system theory thinking in the 

5 Clarification: There are many books and articles that describe the principles of lean manufacturing but very 
few that provide operationalizations of the production philosophy to use in empirical field studies. 
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design of workplaces (Pasmore, 1988). The probably best-known example is the at-
tempt at VOLVO to break with Taylorism in favour of socio-technical inspired designs, 
see, e.g., Forslin (1990) on machine-work and Berggren (1991) on assembly work for 
rich illustrations. However, these attempts were criticized in The Machine That Changed 
the World from the viewpoint of the principles of lean manufacturing. The debate that 
followed tended to be rather politicized, with titles such as Are they unbeatable? (Berg-
gren, Björkman, & Hollander, 1991), Alternatives to lean production (Berggren, 1993) 
and “Nummi vs. Uddevalla” (Berggren, 1994), and so forth. 

As an effect, researchers in Sweden within the field of operations management and 
industrial ergonomics had to choose sides. Either you were an advocate of the Swedish 
work organisational model or the principles of lean production. This was unfortunate 
for two reasons. First, the dispute actually only concerned final assembly in the auto 
industry but had now come to embrace all kinds of engineering. Secondly, the prin-
ciples of lean manufacturing could successfully be integrated with a Swedish work 
organisational model (see Paper III or Karlsson & Åhlström, 1996). Unfortunately, 
the bashing of lean production continued and as the new millennium approached, 
this production philosophy was being blamed for deteriorated working conditions and 
increased sickness levels in Sweden (Barklöf, 2000a, 2000b; Lennerlöf, 2000). My con-
cern at this point was that not a single one of these studies was designed to study lean 
manufacturing as described by Womack et al. (1990) or operationalized by Karlsson 
and Åhlström (1996). 

All of this is problematic. First, how can one improve working conditions in real-
ity if one prejudges what is wrong? Secondly, Swedish practitioners are content with 
these practices. Even the Swedish Metal Workers Union now advocates these princi-
ples (IVA, 2004). The situation is therefore confused, with practitioners responsible 
for enhancing the competitiveness moving in one direction and a group of academics 
moving in another. In my view this confusion is a result of a lack of empirical studies 
on lean manufacturing in Sweden. To the best of my knowledge there is not one single 
study on the diffusion of lean manufacturing and its work organisational consequences 
in Sweden. Therefore, the second research question that this dissertation intends to 
answer is posed as follows:

RQ2: Has the adoption of lean manufacturing in Sweden reinforced Taylorism or created a 
basis for sustainable work systems?

The terms Taylorism and sustainable work systems were introduced in order to contrast 
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alternative development paths. This is clarified in detail in Paper III. The terminology 
was based on the work of Docherty, Forslin and Shani (2002). Taylorism was used to in-
dicate a work organisational situation where human resources tended to be consumed. 
Sustainable work systems was used to indicate a work organisational situation where 
human resources tended to be regenerated and where plant performance was enhanced 
simultaneously. Characteristics of the latter were horizontal and vertical task integra-
tion, vertical information system to support decision making in production teams, and 
remuneration systems that promoted skill development in areas important to a lean 
manufacturing system.

The lack of previous research on lean manufacturing in Sweden was the main reason 
for undertaking this study. The dissertation contributes by presenting some facts on 
the spread of lean manufacturing in Sweden and some of its work organisational and 
performance consequences. This work helps to form a basis for a more nuanced discus-
sion of work in lean organisations and to bridge the gap between practice and academic 
discourse. Secondly, it contributes by pointing out competitive development paths for 
the Swedish engineering industry. As established in the Introduction, the Swedish en-
gineering industry is at a crossroads. The productivity development potential has to be 
better utilized. The research undertaken for this dissertation explores how. Thirdly and 
finally, it contributes by giving readers the opportunity to assess the validity of Karls-
son and Åhlström’s (1996) approach. In order to move the field forward it is important 
to accumulate knowledge by properly acknowledging previous work. This study uses 
their approach to assess changes towards lean manufacturing and furthermore tests 
theory that they have developed on the need for change in remuneration (Karlsson & 
Åhlström, 1995) and management accounting systems (Åhlström & Karlsson, 1996). 

Research issue 3: Making effective outsourcing decisions
The key reference with respect to the issue of making effective outsourcing decisions 
is the work of McIvor (2000). Based on Williamson’s (1975, 1985) theory of transac-
tion cost analysis and Prahalad and Hamel’s (1990) work on core competencies, he has 
developed a framework for understanding the process of outsourcing manufacturing.6 
In relation to other such frameworks (see, e.g., the work of Cánez, Platts, & Probert, 
2000; Momme, 2002; Quinn & Hilmer, 1994; Welch & Nayak, 1992; Venkatesan, 
1992), McIvor takes the field forward by opening up for analysis and exploring the 
alternatives to outsourcing, i.e., investing and performing the activity internally.

6 Outsourcing manufacturing is defined as having parts or “a family of parts” that formerly were manufactured 
within the focal plant provided by an external supplier (Cánez, Platts, & Probert, 2000).
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Our own data show that outsourcing has become a major industrial trend in Sweden 
(see, e.g., the anthology edited by Bengtsson, Berggren, & Lind, 2005). Approximately 
50% of Swedish engineering industry companies with more than 50 employees out-
sourced manufacturing activities during 2001–2003. Furthermore, when our data are 
complemented with those of the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, we have strong 
reasons to believe that this trend will continue to grow. Wallén and Fölster (2005) show 
that 18% of Swedish companies that so far had not outsourced any operations were 
planning to do so in the near future. The interest of this dissertation is the effectiveness 
of these outsourcing initiatives. Case studies indicate that plenty of outsourcing activity 
is not beneficial to a firm from a total cost analysis point of view (see, e.g., Berggren & 
Bengtsson, 2004; Booz Allen Hamilton, 2001, 2006; McKinsey & Co, 2005). At the 
same time, other studies indicate a huge productivity enhancement potential in manu-
facturing development initiatives such as lean production (Kinnander & Almström, 
2006). Therefore it is of interest to contrast the performance improvement potential in 
outsourcing, with alternatives such as lean production. Hence, the third research ques-
tion that this dissertation intends to answer is posed as follows: 

RQ 3: What is the relative improvement potential in outsourcing manufacturing and how 
may it potentially be enhanced?

Previous large-scale survey studies on the performance impact of outsourcing manufac-
turing at the plant level are few and show mixed results. While the work of Gilley and 
Rasheed (2000) as well as Mol, van Tulder and Beije (2005) indicate no direct effects, 
the work of Görg and Hanley (2005) indicates some positive effects. 

The fact that there are few previous studies and these show mixed results is most cer-
tainly a motivation to undertake further empirical analyses on outsourcing manufac-
turing and its effects on plant performance. In addition, the following two reasons are 
suggested. 

Firstly, the previous studies just mentioned investigate the effects of outsourcing in 
isolation. But, as argued above, it has become increasingly important to take a more 
holistic approach. This has also been underlined in the work of Voss (2005) as well as 
Laugen et al. (2005), who make clear that the decision whether and what to outsource 
has become an increasingly important strategic choice in the portfolio of alternative 
manufacturing practices that engineering industry companies have available today. The 
study that this dissertation is based on extends the work of McIvor by empirically eval-
uating both options, i.e., to outsource or to invest and perform the activity internally. 
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Secondly, we are in need of studies that measure outsourcing manufacturing in a dif-
ferent way than previously has been done. To begin with, we need to know if manu-
facturing has been outsourced during the studied period of time at the plant (simply, 
yes or no?) and if so, we need to know the change in cost for purchased materials as a 
share of total manufacturing cost due to this decision. This study meets these criteria, 
while previous studies (e.g., Gilley & Rasheed, 2000; Görg & Hanley, 2005; Mol et al., 
2005) do not. These only measure cost for purchased materials as a share of the total 
manufacturing cost at a given point in time. However, it is not the level of purchase per 
se that is of interest. Rather, it is the change in purchase, given that a company actually 
has outsourced manufacturing activities.
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2. Discussion of applied research methodology

On an aggregate level, the main methodological approach has been to combine large-
scale surveys with multiple case studies in order to respond to the three research ques-
tions of the dissertation (see Table 2). The reason for choosing this approach is that my 
research questions require representative samples of the Swedish engineering industry. 
The most practical way of obtaining this is large-scale surveys. However, while this 
kind of survey often provides high external validity, they lack internal validity. A case 
study approach may compensate for this weakness (this is discussed in greater detail 
under the heading Internal validity in this chapter). In addition to this, case studies may 
provide a deeper understanding for researched issues, which also was a reason for me. 
Details of undertaken studies are given in each of the appended papers. Important in-
formation is also given in Chapter 1 under the heading Dissertation process. Therefore, 
studies undertaken will only briefly be described here. The emphasis of this chapter will 
be to discuss validity and reliability matters with regard to each research question from 
a more holistic point of view. 

Case Study A: Balanced Scorecards for strategic and sustainable CI capability
A multiple case study was conducted at three engineering industry companies in Swe-
den that manufacture heat transfers (Sapa Heat Transfer), bearings (SKF) and low-volt-
age apparatus (ABB Control), respectively. 

The research design mainly followed a theoretical replication logic, i.e., having differ-
ent results but for predictable reasons (Yin, 1994). Two criteria were used when select-
ing companies, based on our theoretical framework and research questions. First, all 
three of Lindberg and Berger’s (1997) team-based CI strategies should be represented. 
Second, both of Lundahl and Ewing’s (1997) Balanced Scorecard implementation ap-
proaches should be represented. It is important to note that we visited several more 
companies (including manufacturers/assemblers of car body components, buses, gas 
turbines and radio base stations) that met our two criteria prior to finally selecting the 
above-mentioned three companies. However, we only found three CI-BSC combina-
tions among all the visited companies. The chosen three case companies are regarded 
as “best cases” in terms of contributing to our knowledge, as well as illustrating each 
identified combination. Thus, the fundamental idea in this case study, with regard to 
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Yin’s (1994) theoretical replication logic, was to illustrate different results for each CI-
BSC combination, and furthermore explain these differences from the viewpoint of the 
theoretical framework used in the study.

The main source of data was a set of recorded interviews with open-ended questions 
that reflected the theoretical framework used. As an example, the work of Bessant and 
Caffyn (1997) as well as Bessant, Caffyn and Gallagher (2001) was used to assess if the 
companies had developed strategic CI capabilities. Each company was visited on several 
occasions prior to the spring of 2002. In addition to production managers, white-col-
lar workers close to production, operators and union representatives were interviewed. 
This way we got a clearer and more balanced picture and also captured differences in 
needs between the management and operational levels at the companies. 

Table 2. Overview of methodological approach.

Research question RQ 1 RQ 2 RQ 3

Research issue Enhancing the CI 
capability level

Adopting Lean 
Manufacturing

Effective outsourc-
ing decisions

Case study A
- Balanced Scorecards for strate-
gic CI Capability
[Sapa, SKF and ABB]

Paper I

Survey A
- 2nd International CI Survey
[N=127, Response rate 69%,
ISIC 27-35]

Paper II Paper III

Survey B
- Manufacturing strategy and 
outsourcing survey
[N=267, Response rate 47%, ISIC 
28-35]

Paper IV

Case study B*
- Voices of the empirical field: In-
terview report on CI, lean manu-
facturing and outsourcing
[Atlas Copco, Scania and SKF]

Chapter 4 Chapter 4 Chapter 4

* Reported in greater detail in Dabhilkar (2006). As mentioned earlier, this paper does not stand on its 
own like the other appended papers [Papers I – IV]. One has to read my other articles and this disserta-
tion in order fully understand the meaning of it. I have therefore chosen to intersperse quotes from 
the interviews of Case Study B in Chapter 4, where the results of the survey studies are discussed.
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Survey A: 2nd International CI Survey 
The unit of analysis for the Swedish part of the survey was the manufacturing plants of 
engineering industry companies. A postal survey was distributed to a disproportion-
ately stratified random sample of 200 plants and addressed to the production man-
ager. When the population consists of subgroups with different numbers of plants, 
this sampling technique is recommended (Forza, 2002). Stratum 1 consisted of 100 
manufacturing plants with 50–199 employees. Stratum 2 consisted of 100 manufac-
turing plants with 200 or more employees. In the data analysis, cases were weighted to 
represent the population properly. Statistics Sweden’s Business Register 2002 of manu-
facturing units (not individual companies) within ISIC codes 27–35 was used as sam-
ple frame. Data were collected during the spring of 2003 and the total response rate 
amounted to 69% by 30 June 2003. No major deviation from the population in terms 
of ISIC representation was found. 

Plants that declined to fill in the form and return it to us were asked to answer five 
key questions from the original instrument in a telephone interview. This enabled a 
comparison between those that answered the postal survey and those that did not. No 
significant response bias was detected.

The instrument consisted of two parts. One common part, on continuous improvements, 
was used by all participating countries. The constructs in this part were mainly based on 
Bessant et al. (2001), the 1st International CI Survey (Berger, 1996) and the International 
Manufacturing Strategy Surveys (IMSS). The other part concerned the adoption of lean 
manufacturing. The part was operationalized as recommended in Karlsson and Åhlström 
(1996). Finally, in order to check if the wording was appropriate, the instrument was 
tested on several colleagues from academia as well as consultancy. 

Survey B: The manufacturing strategy and outsourcing survey
A postal survey was distributed to a disproportionately stratified random sample of 563 
manufacturing plants of Swedish engineering industry companies. This sampling tech-
nique is suggested when the population consists of subgroups with different numbers 
of plants (Forza, 2002). After two reminders, 267 of the targeted plants returned the 
instrument to us, which yielded an overall response rate of 47%.

As a consequence of choosing a disproportionately stratified random sample, we had to 
add weights to our sample. The reason is that we wanted our sample to represent the 
population of the Swedish engineering industry to the greatest possible extent. 
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Statistics Sweden’s Business Register 2003 of manufacturing plants with more than 50 
employees within ISIC codes 28–35 was used as the sample frame. Data were collected 
during early spring 2004. The unit of analysis was manufacturing plants of engineering 
industry companies; the survey was addressed to the production manager.
 
In order to detect response bias, we contacted a random sample of 98 plants that after 
two reminders declined to fill in the form and return it to us. These plants were con-
tacted by telephone. No significant response bias was detected. 

The constructs were mainly based on the IMSS, with additional studies when needed. 
For example, the construct on outsourcing intensity was inspired by Corswant and 
Fredriksson (2002). See Paper IV for further details.

Case Study B: Interviews to follow-up survey results
This multiple case study was done to validate the outcome as well as provide a deeper 
understanding for the results of Surveys A and B. Several managers, or other senior em-
ployees, were interviewed at Atlas Copco, Scania and SKF, respectively, during autumn 
2005 and spring 2006.

The three companies had responded to either one or both of the surveys. The reason 
for selecting these particular companies was a combination of personal interest in the 
studied companies’ situation on the one hand, and personal contacts on the other. Ac-
cess is not a trivial issue nowadays.

Atlas Copco Rock Drills AB in Örebro
Five persons were interviewed, each for approximately one hour, on the 14th of October 2005. 
Three respondents were members of the company management team with responsibility for 
R&D, purchasing and manufacturing. One respondent was a senior advisor who had led 
recent relocation and investment projects. One respondent was a production leader.

Scania AB in Södertälje
Three interviews were carried out on the 28th of June 2006. First, a group interview 
at the engine assembly plant for one hour. Eight people participated: the plant man-
ager, one workshop manager and six of his first-line supervisors (including one Scania 
Production System officer). Second, the person responsible for the Scania Production 
System at the chassis plant was interviewed for one hour. Third, the manager for indus-
trial development was interviewed for one hour. His was the main unit responsible for 
developing decision support in recent relocation and outsourcing decisions.
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SKF Sweden AB in Göteborg
Three persons were interviewed on the 7th of July 2006 at the plant level, i.e. one TPM 
coordinator, one manufacturing manager and one factory purchasing manager. Each 
was interviewed for approximately one hour.

Given the low number of interviews, the term ‘case study’ is probably misleading for 
some readers. For them, the term ‘industrial tourism’ would probably have been more 
adequate. Thus, even though collected data support my claims in response to the re-
search questions of the dissertation, these are not to be seen as evidence in its strict 
meaning, but rather as glimpses from the empirical field, as well as an opportunity to 
gain further insights for my research issues. 

All the interviews were divided into two parts. Depending on the competence area of 
the respondent, the first part followed an open-ended format on one or more of the 
following three topic areas:

1. Continuous improvement behaviours and their contribution to plant 
    performance
2. Consequences of adopting lean manufacturing for work organisational 
    development
3. Relocation and outsourcing of manufacturing activities

I asked the respondents to illustrate these topics from their business context in order 
for me to have a deeper understanding. The respondents were informed of my interests. 
Questions were sent in advance and the respondents were also asked to bring forward 
“hard facts” in terms of numbers and internal reports, if possible. One reason for this 
was that many constructs in the surveys were based on perceptual measures. Finally, 
since the studied plants had responded to the surveys, I also tried to find out if the 
survey responses had any substance, an issue that was certainly confirmed.

The interviews were recorded. Some respondents preferred to remain anonymous or 
not to be quoted. 

Validity and reliability
Since there is a close relation between research paradigm and choice of validity and reli-
ability criteria, the ontological point of departure is first clarified. If one term must be 
chosen, “post-positivism”, as defined by Lincoln and Guba (2000), is probably best to 
describe the research undertaken for this dissertation. This implies that there is one real-
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ity to investigate, which can only partly be understood and grasped by the researcher due 
to the chosen theoretical and empirical lens. For example, one of the research issues that 
this dissertation deals with is continuous improvements. The reality is that continuous 
improvements in the Swedish engineering industry are carried out in general at a certain 
level. However, the level reported in this dissertation is heavily influenced by Bessant et 
al.’s (2001) view on continuous improvements (chosen theoretical lens) and by Swedish 
production managers view on continuous improvements (chosen empirical lens). If other 
lenses were used, the dissertation would most probably report different results.

The knowledge-creating ambitions of the research projects that have funded my posi-
tion as doctoral student have caused me to work in line with this paradigm. In these 
projects it has been very important to be able to deduce viable managerial implications 
and, as far as the studies permit, to be able to generalize from the findings. Finally, I 
have in this chapter deliberately used the notion of choosing “to work in line with this 
paradigm” because I strongly disagree with the view that a researcher is either a positiv-
ist or a constructivist. As discussed in my licentiate thesis (Dabhilkar, 2003), I maintain 
that it is very dangerous for a researcher to claim to belong to a certain school of sci-
ence. It is better to be confined by one’s own intellectual capacity than by paradigms 
formulated by others. Thus, a researcher has to be flexible, and in another research 
project with other knowledge-creating ambitions, it would have, of course, been most 
interesting to work in line with other paradigms. 

Because of the knowledge-creating ambitions and the methodological approach of the 
underlying studies, the following four quality criteria are chosen in line with the work 
of Forza (2002), Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich (2002) and Yin (1994):

External validity. Refers to the possibility of generalizing findings beyond the studied 
sample to a greater population. The chosen methodological approach offers good op-
portunities on all three research issues to generalize findings to the Swedish engineering 
industry as a whole. The quantitative data analyses are based on representative samples 
of the studied population. Very high response rates were obtained (69% and 47%, 
respectively) and a lot of effort was made to detect response bias by telephoning non-
respondents. Furthermore, the samples were weighted in order to represent the studied 
population to the greatest possible extent.
 
Construct validity. Refers to the extent that investigated concepts are correctly opera-
tionalized, meaning that they measure what they were intended to, and not something 
else. Prior to finalizing the survey instruments and the interview guides for the case 
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studies, considerable effort was put into examining how other researchers had opera-
tionalized the concepts emphasized. Naturally, Case Study A and the parts in Survey A 
that concerned continuous improvements were based on Bessant et al.’s “CI mapping 
tools” (see e.g. Bessant, 2003; Bessant, Caffyn, & Gallagher, 2001; Bessant, Caffyn, 
Gilbert, Harding, & Webb, 1994). The parts in Survey A on lean manufacturing were 
mainly based on the work of Karlsson and Åhlström (1996). Finally, the parts on out-
sourcing were measured as in the work of Corswant and Fredriksson (2002) and the 
International Manufacturing Strategy Surveys (IMSS).

Internal validity. Refers to the extent that causal relationships can be established. The 
researcher has to avoid situations where one claims that changes in variable A causes 
changes in variable B, while there is an unacknowledged variable C which causes both 
A and B. In my studies, variable C can be of at least two types. (1) Possible idiosyn-
crasies of respondents. A production manager that exaggerates implementation of lean 
manufacturing may also exaggerate improvements in plant performance. (2) There is a 
variable that we do not measure in the instrument and therefore lack control of its likely 
impact on variables A and B. In case of the absence of experimental designs, operations 
management researchers are urged to try to justify that internal validity exists. Often 
this has to be done by a discussion of why causality exists. This dissertation claims to 
have established three causal relationships, one in each research issue, as follows:

1. Development of continuous improvement abilities leads to enhance plant 
    performance. 
2. Adoption of lean manufacturing contributes to creating sustainable work systems. 
3. An interaction effect, which suggests that any positive effects of outsourcing 
    manufacturing are more likely to be realized by a concurrent adoption of lean 
    manufacturing practices. 

These claims are all based on quantitative analysis; therefore, the most important ac-
tion to strengthen internal validity has been to undertake Case Study B, letting results 
of two different methodological approaches point in the same direction. Another im-
portant way to strengthen internal validity has been to provide solid theoretical foun-
dations that explain the asserted relationships, e.g. the work of Bessant et al. (2001), 
Karlsson and Åhlström (1996) and McIvor (2000).  

Reliability. Refers to the extent that data collection procedures can be repeated with 
the same results. On the one hand, it would be easy to repeat the studies and come to 
the same conclusions, since plenty of details are given on how things are done. Many 
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tests are also done to test the reliability. For example, Cronbach Alpha was calculated 
for the constructs used, with scores at most satisfying levels. However, in terms of the 
strengths and weaknesses of this dissertation, the reliability of some findings can still 
be regarded as a clear weakness. The main reason for this is the lack of predetermined 
procedures. For example, there are no rules in the work of Bessant et al. (2001) that 
prescribe exactly how to assess the continuous improvement capability in the kind of 
study that I have undertaken. Of course, there is a general idea presented, but no exact 
details, which leaves some room for the researcher to make his own interpretations. 
Therefore, the possibility that another researcher might have come up with results oth-
er than the ones presented here can not totally be ruled out. This is important to bear 
in mind when drawing conclusions.

Finally, there are additional limitations and qualifiers that must be placed on the un-
derlying studies. These will be addressed in Chapter 4, prior to drawing conclusions. 
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3. Summary of papers

Paper I: Balanced Scorecards for strategic and sustainable continuous improvement 
capability
This paper illustrates how strategic continuous improvement (CI) capabilities were 
developed in three Swedish manufacturing companies that have implemented the Bal-
anced Scorecard (BSC). A multiple case study was conducted; each company followed 
a unique team-based CI strategy. The paper shows how the use of BSC was adapted 
to the specific characteristics that each of the three CI strategies entail. Furthermore, 
the paper shows that it could be difficult to sustain the capability that was developed. 
However, it also finds that certain mechanisms in the management control system, as 
well as the presence of an advanced work organisation, may help in sustaining strategic 
CI capability.

Paper II: Continuous improvement capability in the Swedish engineering industry
This paper reports findings from the Swedish part of the 2nd International Continuous 
Improvement Survey. Based on Bessant’s evolutionary model of continuous improve-
ment behaviour, the continuous improvement capability level of the Swedish engi-
neering industry is estimated. A survey of a representative sample of 127 manufactur-
ing units of Swedish engineering industry companies was issued. The response rate 
amounted to 69%. The data analysis shows that there is a need for progression towards 
higher continuous improvement capability levels. Swedish plants in general are carry-
ing out their improvement work at a level that corresponds to no higher than the sec-
ond level of Bessant’s evolutionary model of continuous improvement behaviour, that 
is, the structured CI capability level, where there is a formal commitment to building 
a system that will develop CI across the organisation. Therefore, the specific abilities to 
develop in order to support such a move forward are clarified; systematic and strategic 
CI, leading the way, and supplier and customer integration. In addition to being an 
illustration of manufacturing practices in Sweden from a continuous improvement 
perspective, this paper contributes to the field of Operations Management by being 
the first attempt to test the work of Bessant via a large-scale survey study. The model is 
found valid and it shows that development of continuous improvement abilities con-
tribute to the enhancement of plant performance.
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Paper III: Lean manufacturing in Sweden: Reinforcement of Taylorism or basis for 
sustainable work systems?
The point of departure for this paper is the current debate on ‘work in lean organisa-
tions’, and the main purpose is to investigate consequences for the work organisation, 
plant operating performance and continuous improvement capability as an effect of 
adopting the principles of lean manufacturing. A survey of a representative sample of 
127 manufacturing units of Swedish engineering industry companies was issued. The 
response rate amounted to 69%. It was found that lean manufacturing contributes to 
the creation of sustainable work systems. The trouble is, however, that too few plants 
have been able to implement the strategy. The paper shows that more plants need to 
adopt the principles of lean manufacturing and points to competitive development 
paths. It is shown that becoming lean is not a question solely of trimmed material 
flows and new work organisational structures, but also of certain changes in continuous 
improvement behaviour, the management accounting system and the remuneration 
system. The study is a continuation of a previous research effort published in the In-
ternational Journal of Operations & Production Management, the work of Karlsson and 
Åhlström (1996). The theory that they propose is tested and the results presented in the 
paper are found to corroborate their work. The practical implication is that develop-
ment paths to strengthen the competitiveness of the Swedish engineering industry are 
shown. The value of the paper is that it provides facts for a more nuanced discussion of 
work in lean organisations. 

Paper IV: Invest or divest? On the relative improvement potential in outsourcing 
manufacturing
This article clarifies the comparative effect of outsourcing in relation to alternative 
manufacturing practices. More specifically, the analysis focuses on plant operating per-
formance and contrasts the effect of outsourcing manufacturing with initiatives related 
to lean manufacturing, such as: investments in advanced manufacturing technology 
and equipment, efforts to streamline production flows and increase process flexibility, 
usage of multi-functional teams, systematic educational efforts and finally, external 
cooperation with customers and suppliers. A representative sample of 267 Swedish 
manufacturing plants was subjected to multiple regression analysis (survey response 
rate 47%). The result of the regression analysis shows that in comparison to outsourc-
ing manufacturing, the other measured manufacturing development initiatives had a 
much stronger ability to predict improvements in plant operating performance. It also 
shows that any positive effects of outsourcing manufacturing are more likely to be real-
ized if concurrent initiatives are taken to develop the capability of the manufacturing 
function. In addition, descriptive statistics were used in a subsequent analysis to find 
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out how more effective outsourcing decisions possibly could be made in the future. The 
analysis indicates a potential for taking a more strategic approach to outsourcing, i.e., 
outsourcing in order to increase focus on core manufacturing activities and take ad-
vantage of the supplier’s higher innovation capability. Moreover, a potential for select-
ing suppliers more appropriately is also indicated, such as by trying to achieve greater 
economies of scale. The overall conclusion that follows from the analysis is that there is 
greater performance improvement potential in investing in, rather than divesting, the 
manufacturing function. Outsourcing should mainly be used to set free resources in 
order to enable the development of certain manufacturing capabilities. Thus, manufac-
turing still matters, and this paper further elucidates how the role of the manufacturing 
function can be developed to drive competitive advantage in an age of outsourcing.
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4 Acting creatively for enhanced performance

Discussion of findings 
Three research questions have been posed in this dissertation. In this section each of 
them is responded to in turn. I also discuss how my findings add to research, and what 
limitations or qualifiers there are to be placed on my findings given certain methodol-
ogy issues. Finally, the joint thesis contribution is synthesised.

Research question 1

RQ 1: What is the continuous improvement capability level in the Swedish engineering 
industry and how may it potentially be enhanced?

Based on the study presented in Paper II, this dissertation claims that a qualified majority 
of Swedish engineering industry companies are carrying out their improvement work at 
a level that at most corresponds to the second level of Bessant et al.’s (2001) evolutionary 
model of continuous improvement behaviour,  the structured CI capability level, where 
there is a formal commitment to building a system which will develop CI across the or-
ganisation. The main reason for this is that the companies in question have not developed 
certain abilities in order to qualify for higher capability levels, namely, the ability to adopt 
a systematic and strategic approach to continuous improvements, the ability to lead the 
way towards continuous improvements, and finally the ability to involve customer and 
suppliers in continuous improvements. In fact, a full 75% of the respondents cannot 
agree on the statements regarding the underlying behaviours of these abilities.

Furthermore, it is important to note that the identified continuous improvement ca-
pability level could be enhanced. This requires a development of the three abilities just 
mentioned, which in addition would entail significant performance implications. The 
regression analyses show that development of the CI abilities has a strong potential to 
contribute to plant performance in three different dimensions. In fact, these abilities 
explain as much as 31.5% of the variation in plant operating efficiency, 24.8% in cus-
tomer satisfaction and 24.7% in working conditions.

The multiple case study in Paper I provides further details on how the continuous im-
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provement capability level could be enhanced. In particular, it shows that companies 
can progress from level two to level three in Bessant’s model by implementing the Bal-
anced Scorecard. This approach to management control provides an opportunity to 
link the local work on continuous improvements to the overall strategic planning of 
the company, i.e.,  developing systematic and strategic continuous improvement abil-
ity. The case study shows that in order to accomplish this successfully it is important to 
adapt the use of Balanced Scorecard, i.e. Lundahl and Ewing’s (1997) implementation 
approaches, to the specific characteristics of the work organisation that each of Lind-
berg and Berger’s (1997) team-based CI strategies require.

These findings add to research in three respects. First, by following up the first round 
of the Swedish part of the International CI Survey (the work of Lindberg & Berger, 
1997). In 1995, approximately 15% of the plants were estimated to have a widespread 
and sustained CI process. Although different measures were used in the first round, this 
dissertation indicates that this figure may have increased to about 25% in 2003. Thus, 
it seems like there has been a progression in CI maturity in the Swedish engineering 
industry during 1995—2003, which is a very positive trend. However, we must bear in 
mind that even though the trend is positive, the actual level in general is still rather low. 
From a view of developing competitive advantage it is important that the CI maturity 
level be enhanced. There are strong performance implications of doing so. In 1995, it 
was found that early CI adopters performed better than late CI adopters. This was also 
found for the 2003 data. In addition, the results of the second survey move the field 
forward by also pointing out how the CI capability level could be enhanced, identify-
ing the specific abilities to develop in the Swedish engineering industry. Those abilities 
include adopting a systematic and strategic approach to continuous improvements, 
leading the way towards continuous improvements, and finally involving customer and 
suppliers in continuous improvements.

Secondly, the findings of the multiple case study add to research by extending Lindberg 
and Berger’s (1997) work on team-based CI. While their work was confined to describ-
ing how a systematic CI capability could be developed given certain types of work 
organisational arrangements, this dissertation has continued their work and illustrated 
how to progress towards strategic CI capability.

Thirdly, these findings add to research by testing Besant et al.’s evolutionary model of 
CI behaviour with a large-scale survey study. A core proposition of Bessant’s model 
is that development of CI ability has bearing on performance improvements. In our 
case, the derived CI abilities explained a significant proportion of the variation in the 
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performance indicators when subjected to multiple regression analysis. The main im-
plication of this in terms of theory extension is that the model is found applicable to 
describing continuous improvement behaviour and predicting its likely performance 
impact in the Swedish engineering industry. We have been able to point out how dif-
ferent behavioural routines are embedded to form specific abilities in the given national 
context and also how these contribute to performance in three different dimensions of 
importance to the surveyed plants. 

I believe it is possible to generalize these findings to the population of Swedish engi-
neering industry. There are good reasons for doing so. For example, the quantitative 
analysis is based on a representative sample and a very high response rate was obtained 
(69%). Moreover, the interviews in Case Study B also provide support for the results. 

For example, at SKF and Scania I raised the issue of cultural and behavioural change 
when it comes to continuous improvement. At SKF, TPM-coordinator Lars Arrenäs 
responded as follows:

“Take our Six Sigma implementation as an example. On the one hand, this is a matter of 
hard-core statistical tools that produce huge cost savings…

“…On the other hand, and far more important in the long run, is the cultural change 
process that our black and green belts will contribute to. Many of these people are our re-
cruitment base for future leaders. They are now aware of very advanced problem-solving 
approaches, which will make them far better decision makers. Their attitude and behaviour 
will most certainly have an impact on other employees and the whole organisation as such 
in the future”. 

At Scania, I had the opportunity to speak with Melker Jernberg, factory manager at the 
engine assembly plant, on the same matter. He responded as follows:

“Spontaneously when it comes to cultural change, I come to think of leadership for con-
tinuous improvements. During the last years we have worked very hard to practice what 
we preach. I and all of my subordinate managers at the factory perform operative work on 
the line for a half-day per month. Experiences we gain are taken advantage of in the fac-
tory improvement work. Other employees see that managers also are committed to improv-
ing manufacturing processes, which is important, and furthermore, managers get a better 
understanding of what kind of improvements work and what don’t, that is, what leads to 
bottom-line results…
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“… This has been an outstanding way to get actively involved in continuous improvements 
and lead by example. It is difficult to motivate others if you don’t really understand their 
situation, and it’s also important as a manager to see for yourself that we improve our fac-
tory, not only by studying numbers, but also by hands-on experience”.

In summary, there are many reasons in favour of interpreting the results of the 2nd In-
ternational CI survey as valid and viable. However, certain qualifiers must be placed on 
the underlying study. 

To begin with, it is important to acknowledge that perceptual measures were used in 
the survey instrument. This has two major implications. First, it is the perception of 
the production manager that is mirrored in the responses. One has to admit that there 
are many other views that are equally true and probably differ to some extent from 
the one presented here. Secondly, we have not measured actual conditions concerning 
continuous improvement behaviour or performance development at individual plants. 
Rather, we have measured attitudes to these topics. Although this kind of trouble is 
a natural consequence of our methodological approach, our choice of the production 
manager has to be justified. He was chosen because if one person was to be selected at 
each plant, he was probably the one with the best overview of the phenomenon stud-
ied. Furthermore, his point of view, or attitude rather, is interesting because he has the 
power to act and it is his understanding of the studied phenomenon that forms the 
basis for further action.

There is one more qualifier that has to be addressed. It might be the case that some of 
the 34 behaviours of Bessant’s model that were used in the instrument are not optimal 
to use in questionnaires from a reliability point of view. Thus, we have a situation where 
our survey instrument perfectly reflects Bessant’s model, but offers low reliability on 
some items. For example, see Appendix I, Question 1, Item 4: Everyone learns from 
their experiences, both good and bad. It might be difficult to respond to this kind of state-
ment. A tick in a box on a five-point scale on such a statement can have very different 
meanings for different persons and can therefore contribute to create random variation. 
This is also probably a reason as to why some items disappear in the exploratory factor 
analysis on continuous improvement behaviours (the first factor analysis in Paper II). 
However, it might also be the case that many of the 34 items are redundant. Simply 
put, Bessant’s model might be too complex. Instead of eight abilities, there might only 
be three. There is further evidence in favour of the latter. When we use exactly the same 
approach for the whole dataset (Australia, the Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom, 
Spain, Italy, etc.) that I have developed for this dissertation, the same three abilities and 
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the same performance impact appear, see Borg et al. (2006). Additional reasons are 
given in the paper for why some items disappear. After considering all of these matters, 
one must admit some degree of uncertainty regarding whether or not the validity of 
Bessant’s model is fully tested and has been fully replicated. However, since the empiri-
cally induced abilities are shown to explain such a great amount of variation in the per-
formance indicators, it is argued that his model is valid and replicated. Future studies 
with more precise measures would not hurt though, to further inform this picture. 

In conclusion, the main finding regarding research issue 1, given the above qualifi-
ers, is that the CI capability in the Swedish engineering industry can be enhanced. A 
qualified majority of plants have established capacity that corresponds to the first or, 
at the most, second level of Bessant’s model. It has also been possible to identify the 
particular abilities to develop in order to enhance the CI capability level. That is, ex-
amples of how to act creatively for enhanced performance. Above all, this is a matter of 
developing the following three abilities: the ability to adopt a systematic and strategic 
approach to continuous improvements, the ability to lead the way towards continuous 
improvements, and finally the ability to involve customers and suppliers in continuous 
improvements. The term creatively should in the context of this dissertation be inter-
preted as acting differently and at the same time more effectively. This leads to new 
routines for a particular organisation, but not necessarily for the whole industry. It is 
important to remember that many of the “new routines” suggested in this dissertation 
were launched more than twenty years ago (e.g., Imai, 1986). It is furthermore shown 
that development of these abilities entails strong performance implication in terms of 
plant operating efficiency, customer satisfaction and working conditions. Finally it has 
been illustrated in greater detail how companies can progress towards a strategic CI 
capability by implementing the Balanced Scorecard. 

Research question 2

RQ2: Has the adoption of lean manufacturing in Sweden reinforced Taylorism or created a 
basis for sustainable work systems?

Based on the study presented in Paper III, this dissertation claims that the adoption 
of lean manufacturing in the Swedish engineering industry has contributed to create a 
basis for sustainable work systems. There are three main reasons for this. 

First, the positive consequences for work organisational development. One important 
mechanism that makes work systems sustainable is the ability to balance demanding 
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and interesting work tasks with the power to influence the team’s work situation. This 
means that just-in-time and other practices must be met with organisational change 
programs on the shop floor. The empirical analysis shows that this is the case in most 
lean enterprises. In total, 23% of Swedish manufacturers can be considered “lean” 
as opposed to “traditional manufacturers”, and a strong majority (i.e., 81%) of these 
plants have chosen a development path towards decentralized, flexible and competent 
team-based work organisations. This means that the organisational structure has been 
subjected to change both horizontally, by increasing the number of direct and indi-
rect operative work tasks, and vertically, by increasing and integrating the amount of 
white-collar work such as procurement, industrial engineering and planning, etc. The 
analysis also shows that in order to support the shop-floor teams in their new and more 
important role, lean adopters have transformed their management accounting systems 
and remuneration systems to a higher extent.

The second reason why lean manufacturing can be said to contribute to creating sus-
tainable work systems is the positive effects on plant performance. In order to be sus-
tainable, companies have to be competitive. The sample was divided into different 
groups of plants and compared on a wide range of performance indicators. We meas-
ured productivity, quality conformance, delivery reliability, lead times, costs, customer 
satisfaction and time to technology. The survey instrument assessed how these per-
formance indicators had changed on a three-year basis. The analysis showed that com-
panies which combined lean manufacturing practices with decentralized, flexible and 
competent team-based work organisations outperformed the other groups of plants on 
all performance indicators.

The third reason is the positive effects on innovation capability. In order to be sustain-
able, companies have to be able to take charge of their employees’ innovation potential, 
which implies a capacity to adapt the business to continuously changing market condi-
tions. The analysis shows that this is the case. Continuous improvements undertaken 
among lean adopters contribute to enhanced plant performance to a much higher 
extent than among traditional manufacturers. 

These findings add to research in two respects. First, facts on the diffusion of lean 
manufacturing in Sweden and some of its business consequences are provided. The 
very reason for undertaking this study was the scarcity of studies on lean manufactur-
ing in Sweden where the subject matter was properly operationalized. The results of 
this investigation lend very little support for indiscriminately bashing lean manufac-
turing. Furthermore, the unprejudiced approach to analysing the question shows that 
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what previously so often has been considered a problem, on the contrary may be one 
solution for Swedish manufacturers in developing competitive advantage.

Secondly, the undertaken study tests theory that has not previously been tested in 
a large-scale survey study. The study finds that the adoption of lean manufacturing 
requires a very broad process of change. It is not sufficient to increase the level of just-
in-time production or degree of pull instead of push. The study shows that this kind of 
development must be met with competent and flexible team-based work organisations. 
And furthermore, these teams have to be supported in their new and more important 
role with new forms of management accounting systems and remunerations systems. 
The theoretical underpinnings for this claim were developed in Karlsson and Åhlström 
(1995, 1996) and Åhlström and Karlsson (1996). However, when they developed this 
theory, it was done in one organisation only, using a longitudinal approach. We have 
used a representative sample of 127 Swedish engineering industry companies to test 
these assumptions and have found that our results corroborate their work. In this re-
spect it must also be noted that their operationalized model of lean manufacturing has 
been useful to track progression towards lean manufacturing with large-scale survey 
studies. 

The interviews of Case Study B also support the picture provided by the quantitative 
analysis. Scania is often referred to as one of Sweden’s best examples of how lean manu-
facturing can be implemented. Therefore, I saw the interviews as an opportunity to 
learn more about the work organisational consequences of implementing this strategy. 
Some of the respondents had their own experiences of assembly work prior to becom-
ing first-line supervisors. They had assembled engines in both systems, both paral-
lelized flows and paced lines, and could for that reason compare. The most important 
insights from this case can be summarized as follows.

The advantages of lean manufacturing outperform its disadvantages. Several examples 
were given concerning intensity, ergonomics and productivity. One first-line supervisor 
responded to my open question on effects of working conditions like this:

“In the old system, prior to implementing the Scania Production System, we had a certain 
number of engines to assemble every day. After finishing the required amount, we used to 
play cards in the afternoons. Therefore, we hurried up in the mornings in order to have as 
much free time as possible in the afternoons before going home. The effect of this was that 
that we used to work at a much higher pace, while working, in order to finish the job more 
quickly than we do today. Furthermore, there are quite a few heavy lifts involved in assem-
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bling an engine. In the old system, when you could do things in your own way due to lack of 
standard operating procedures, ergonomics were many times neglected, in favour of finishing 
the job fast”. 

The workshop manager, Robert Kusén, continued:

“…paced flow and standard operating procedures are important reasons for why we are 
much more productive today. Nowadays we work during the whole day and our standard 
operating procedures facilitate improvements. It’s impossible to improve procedures in this 
kind of manufacturing without standards!”

The interviews at SKF gave the same view. SKF implemented lean manufacturing in 
the early 1990s (globally, not only at SKF Sweden). Internally it was called the “channel 
concept”. The transformation from functional workshops to optimized flows for spe-
cific bearing types has resulted in heavily reduced lead times and Work-in-Progress. 

I asked a manufacturing manager about work-related consequences in terms of work 
organisation, stress and sickness levels. He responded as follows:

“The channel concept has definitely led to more interesting and qualified work at the shop 
floor. The concept demanded new competences among workers since the teams are multi-
functional, which most employees found inspiring… 

…We have annual working-climate analyses and we also follow up sickness levels, etc. I can 
assure you from my own experience and our annual surveys that we do not have the kind 
of problems that you refer to. With regard to stress, there is only one thing that employees 
have complained about in our measurements, and that is when we are out of supply. That 
is, when our suppliers are not keeping their promises. We have no or very few buffers, and 
to sit and wait has turned out to be very frustrating for some employees. Therefore we focus 
seriously on supply chain issues today”.

The interviews in Case Study B support the results of the survey. However, prior to conclud-
ing research issue 2, there are three qualifiers that must be placed on the underlying study.

First, the theoretical and empirical lenses that were used. The results concerning lean 
manufacturing presented in this dissertation are heavily influenced by the operational-
ized model used and the choice of respondents. Thus, it is lean manufacturing, in view 
of Karlsson and Åhlström (1996) and Swedish production managers, that is reflected 
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in the results. To the best of my knowledge there are no other operationalized mod-
els of lean manufacturing available. Furthermore, Karlsson and Åhlström’s approach 
has been used in other international studies (see, e.g., Sanchez & Perez, 2001). Thus, 
there are more researchers that find their approach useful. The empirical lens is more 
problematic though. Again, as in the case of research issue 1, it is only the view of the 
production manager that is mirrored. More views from the same plant would have 
been preferable, but at the same time impossible, given the chosen methodological 
approach. 

Secondly, the choice of perceptual measures. As discussed previously regarding research 
issue 1, perceptual, not objective, measures were used. This has to be considered when 
drawing conclusions, but at the same time not overvalued. Even though objective data 
were not used, the responses are most probably not taken out of the blue. They pre-
sumably build on the previous working experience of the responding production man-
ager.

Thirdly, the use of the term “working conditions”. It is important to acknowledge that 
whenever the term working conditions is used, the intention is to denote work organi-
sational structures. The case of horizontal and vertical task integration in production 
teams is an example of what is meant by “improved working conditions”. As discussed 
more thoroughly in Paper III, the case where increased levels of just-in-time production 
is not met with work organisational change is an example of deteriorated working con-
ditions. The author is fully aware of the fact that the view of how workers at the plants 
under investigation perceive their situation is not accounted for at all. Furthermore, no 
medical data on workers’ health were collected at the investigated plants. Thus, from 
this study it is only possible to draw conclusions regarding work organisational struc-
tures from the view of production mangers, not actual health conditions, etc.

In conclusion, the main finding regarding research issue 2, given the above qualifiers, is 
that the adoption of lean manufacturing in the Swedish engineering industry seems to 
have contributed to the creation of sustainable work systems. Mainly the quantitative 
analysis in Paper III supports this claim, but also the interviews of Case Study B (i.e., 
from Scania and SKF). Thus, the studies provide no support for blaming the adoption 
of lean manufacturing for deteriorated working conditions (i.e. lower quality work-
places) or for creating organisations so slim that they cannot operate efficiently and 
have lost their ability to continuously improve products and processes. Rather, it seems 
likely that it is the other way around, and that the real trouble is that so few plants have 
adopted the principles of lean manufacturing. It looks like it’s only approximately one-
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fifth of the population that so far have chosen to adopt this manufacturing strategy. 
With the goal of acting creatively for enhanced performance, a lot more companies 
have to adopt the principles of lean manufacturing. It has been shown that this requires 
a very broad process of change, including manufacturing processes, the work organisa-
tion, the management accounting system and the remuneration system. 

Research question 3

RQ 3: What is the relative improvement potential in outsourcing manufacturing and how 
may it potentially be enhanced?

Based on the study presented in Paper IV, this dissertation claims that there are no di-
rect effects of outsourcing manufacturing on plant performance. There is an interaction 
effect though, which suggests that any positive effects of outsourcing manufacturing, 
are more likely to be realized by concurrent investments to develop the capability of the 
manufacturing function, such as lean manufacturing. However, this interaction effect 
is about 2.5 times weaker than the direct effect of the investments. As a consequence, 
this compels the conclusion that there is a far higher improvement potential in invest-
ing in than divesting the manufacturing function.

Since outsourcing manufacturing had become such a major industrial trend and there 
were strong indications that the trend was about to grow, Paper IV also explored how 
the improvement potential in outsourcing manufacturing possibly could be enhanced. 
That is, how more effective outsourcing decisions could be made. 

The analysis indicates that more effective outsourcing decisions probably could be made 
by two means. First, by taking a more strategic approach to outsourcing. For example, 
by outsourcing in order to increase focus on core manufacturing activities for more 
efficient flows, or trying to take greater advantage of the supplier’s higher innovation 
capability. Unfortunately, the overwhelming motive so far is only to reduce costs.

Secondly, more effective outsourcing decisions could probably be made by selecting 
suppliers more appropriately. The analysis shows that a majority of companies decided 
to keep the design and purchasing responsibility for outsourced parts. In addition, the 
new suppliers in most cases had only marginally higher or equally high volumes of the 
outsourced parts. This is troublesome, among other reasons, because it is important to 
achieve economies of scale at the new supplier if the outsourcing project is to become 
successful. A key point is if the new supplier has additional customers besides the focal 
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firm. This could entail additional possibilities for learning. Solutions developed by the 
new supplier for other customers may be of interest to the focal firm as well. Serving 
additional customers may also bring about lower purchasing costs, which of course re-
quires that the purchasing responsibility for inbuilt components be outsourced as well. 
Finally, lower unit costs may be obtained if higher volumes are shared among several 
customers. 

These findings add to research in two respects. While there has been a huge interest in 
outsourcing in industry, there are surprisingly few studies that have assessed the impact 
of this initiative. This study is among the first to accomplish this. As mentioned in the 
Introduction, it is unique in empirically evaluating the improvement potential of out-
sourcing manufacturing in relation to other practices such as lean manufacturing. The 
study extends the framework of McIvor (2000) by empirically testing it. If a plant has 
the ambition to improve existing operations, the plant is apparently better off invest-
ing in improvements than divesting manufacturing operations. Outsourcing can play 
a significant role in this process, but only as a facilitator for increasing focus on core 
manufacturing activities, and not as important as the investment itself. 

The second respect in which these findings add to research is the indications of how 
the improvement potential in outsourcing manufacturing possibly could be enhanced. 
Previous research has mainly focused on hidden costs, i.e., the need to better estimate 
the landed cost. For example, it has been shown that the cost of transferring manufac-
turing (e.g., know-how, equipment, etc.) to other locations often is underestimated, 
as well as the increased logistic costs for transportation and stock (see, e.g., Booz Al-
len Hamilton, 2001, 2006; Harland, Knight, Lamming, & Walker, 2005; Hendry, 
1995; McKinsey & Co, 2005). This study finds additional possible explanations why 
many outsourcing initiatives are not successful, in not taking a strategic approach to 
outsourcing and not selecting suppliers appropriately. Their explanations draw on core 
competence and theories of transaction cost analysis.

The interviews in Case Study B also support the results of the quantitative data analy-
sis. One example is Atlas Copco Rock Drills AB in Örebro. The company produces 
drilling rigs, mining trucks, scoop trams and drilling machines for the mining industry. 
In fifteen years the factory in Örebro has grown from a couple of hundreds to more 
than 1000 employees. The main reason for this growth is several decisions to relocate 
manufacturing to Örebro from Stockholm, Bremen and Portland, Oregon.

The most important insights from this case can be summarized as follows. Outsourcing 
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manufacturing has been an absolute imperative in order to meet the many and heavy 
relocation decisions. The reason is that the process of consolidation has created a need 
for freeing resources, as well as a need for a greater focus on the core competencies of 
the company. As far as manufacturing is concerned, final assembly of rigs, trucks and 
trams as well as manufacturing of drilling machines, are now being considered as the 
company’s core competencies. As a consequence of this, welding operations are now 
outsourced to countries in Eastern Europe, as one example. The value chain movement 
towards final assembly has also led to increased modularity, and therefore a lot of sub-
assemblies are now being contracted out. Hydraulics is one example of the latter.

However, when the issue of performance impact of outsourcing is raised, the purchas-
ing manager of the company, Hans Rimmerfors, is clear:

“When we decide to buy, and not to make, we naturally always strive to obtain a lower cost 
than we had before. In most cases we succeed. However, this lower cost is not to be confused 
with the performance development of our plant. Outsourcing is not a driver of performance 
improvements on its own. Rather, the relocation of manufacturing has offered a higher uti-
lization of equipment and facilities, and furthermore investments in advanced manufactur-
ing technology in our drilling machine workshop have contributed to enhance productivity 
levels. However, it is important to understand that it wouldn’t have been possible for us to 
relocate manufacturing as well as make these investments if we hadn’t outsourced some of 
our manufacturing operations”.

At SKF, I discussed these matters with a factory purchasing manager, Jan Frykman. He 
commented about outsourcing in the following manner:

“Here at SKF we are very proud of our manufacturing knowledge. You know, we have been 
in this business for more than one hundred years and we are market leaders. So when we 
started a couple of years ago to compare and benchmark our internal manufacturing opera-
tions, we were quite surprised to find that there were external suppliers that outperformed us 
on certain operations, for example turning. Even though it’s not easy, one has to admit that 
it’s difficult to develop world-class capabilities in all areas. Since the competition is so hard 
today, you have to specialize and focus on your core processes…

“…I have been engaged in several outsourcing projects here at SKF. Some of these have been 
successful and some haven’t. An important lesson that we have learned is that you cannot get 
rid of problems in your own manufacturing organisation by outsourcing them to a supplier. 
The problems don’t disappear, and will continue to haunt you in one way or another. Most 
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of our outsourcing projects have been successful though. I cannot guarantee that they caused 
any direct effects on our productivity even if we nowadays buy at a lower cost. But I know for 
sure that we would not have been able to invest in the new hardening facility, for example, if 
we hadn’t outsourced our turning operations. There is an interplay between outsourcing and 
investments, but it’s the new hardening facility that has contributed to enhanced perform-
ance lately, not outsourcing as such”.

Scania has also engaged in relocation of manufacturing operations to Södertälje as 
well as outsourcing work-intensive operations (welding, body components, etc.) to 
countries in Eastern Europe. Björn Bäckström, manager of industrial development, 
explains: 

“Advanced manufacturing knowledge is a prerequisite for us to develop this company. We 
will most probably keep manufacturing of strategic components in house for the foreseeable 
future. The reason is a complex interplay between design and manufacturing. It is difficult 
to separate them, and this is one of many important reasons for why we relocate manufac-
turing to Södertälje. In this way we prepare for the future and this also means that non-core 
and especially work-intensive operations are being outsourced…”

“…You mentioned low-wage countries earlier…well, as long as the direct labour costs don’t 
exceed 10-12 percent there are many other factors in favour of maintaining operations in 
house, but when it starts to amount to 20 percent we may have to outsource it overseas...”

Finally, when I asked for details concerning the effect of outsourcing on plant operating 
performance, he continued:

“This is a very complex matter. Nowadays we talk in terms of product platforms and there-
fore it is difficult to isolate and calculate effects of outsourcing on operating performance. 
Furthermore, I’m not sure that there are any direct effects anyway, even if we obtain a lower 
cost when contracting out. Sometimes there are very good reasons for contracting out a com-
ponent, and then that is what has to be done…but real productivity improvements come 
from investments and our production system, that is, the Scania Production System”.

Prior to drawing conclusions regarding Research issue 3, there are certain qualifiers that 
must be placed on the quantitative study. Again, as in the case of research issues 1 and 
2, perceptual measures were used and it is the view of the production manager that is 
reflected in the analysis.
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More troublesome though, is the condition that the sample be based on manufacturing 
plants, not companies. When drawing samples out of Statistics Sweden’s business regis-
ter there are two options: either to base the sample on manufacturing plants or to base 
the sample on companies. There are many more manufacturing plants than companies 
because one company may have more than one manufacturing plant. With respect to 
outsourcing, the decision to base the sample on manufacturing plants is troublesome, 
because if a manufacturing plant was totally shut down during 2001–2003 this plant 
did not exist anymore in Statistics Sweden’s Business register, when our sample was 
drawn. Thus, the case of outsourcing manufacturing when plants are totally shut down 
is not accounted for in the analysis. The reason for choosing this approach was that if 
the survey was sent to the company level instead, the respondent would lack detailed 
information on the plant level. A trade-off had to be made. 

Furthermore, there are time-lag effects that are difficult to account for, given the time 
frame of the study. It may take longer than three years before performance consequenc-
es are realized. Also, all companies did not outsource at exactly the same point in time 
during the time frame of the study, 2001–2003. 

With these limitations in mind, this dissertation concludes regarding research issue 3, 
that the relative improvement potential in outsourcing manufacturing is rather weak. 
If the goal is acting creatively for enhanced performance in Sweden, engineering in-
dustry companies seem to be better off investing in, rather than divesting, the manu-
facturing function. This means repositioning focus to issues that really matter, such as 
lean manufacturing. Furthermore, since outsourcing manufacturing has become such a 
major trend that is apparently increasing, it is important that more effective outsourc-
ing decisions are made in the future. The analysis has showed that this probably could 
be accomplished by taking a more strategic approach to outsourcing and by selecting 
suppliers more appropriately. One could, of course, argue that since the performance 
impact is weak, companies should stop outsourcing. However, there are also strong 
reasons for not doing that. First, isolation can never be preferable in the face of increas-
ingly fierce competition as well as a globalized economy. Secondly, there is a solid theo-
retical foundation that supports the decision to outsource under certain circumstances. 
Thirdly, even though most companies so far are not successful, there are many examples 
of companies that are doing well. This is well illustrated in the interviews of Case Study 
B. All three of the studied cases had experienced outsourcing manufacturing and saw 
this as an opportunity to free resources and invest to improve core manufacturing ac-
tivities.
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Synthesis
To this point, the three research issues of this dissertation have been addressed separate-
ly. In this final section, the joint dissertation contribution is discussed and illustrated 
(see Figure 1). 

As described in the Introduction, the overall context of this dissertation is the outsourc-
ing trend. The analysis shows that outsourcing has become a natural part of business 
life for a lot of manufacturers in Sweden and that this trend probably will continue to 
grow. Therefore, the question is not whether one is for or against this trend. Rather it is 
how effective outsourcing decisions are made. Unfortunately, most companies do not 
make this decision carefully today. The majority of companies have chosen a defensive 
outsourcing approach instead, i.e., just chasing lower costs. It is shown, however, that 
significant gains in plant performance are more likely to be realized if outsourcing is 

Figure 1. Synthesis of main research findings.

Manufacturing Development Initiatives
RQ 1: Continuous Improvement Abilities 
• Abilities such as a systematic and strategic  
  approach to, leadership for, and involvement 
  of customers and suppliers in continuous  
  improvements
• Supporting methods such as 5S, TPM and 6σ

RQ 2: Streamlined and Lean Production Flows
• JIT, reduced inventory levels, external 
  cooperation, new and supporting manufacturing 
  technology, etc.

RQ 2: Team-Based Work Organizations
• Horizontal and vertical task integration
• Supporting management control systems for
  shop-floor workers; remuneration promoting skill
  development and modern accounting systems
  such as the Balanced Scorecard
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RQ 3: Motives and Strategies for Outsourcing 
• Cost
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done concurrently as initiatives are taken to develop the capability of the manufactur-
ing function (illustrated as the interaction effect in Figure 1). In addition, the analysis 
also indicates that more effective outsourcing decisions possibly could be made if sup-
pliers were selected more appropriately, taking more advantage of higher innovation 
capability and obtaining greater economies of scale.

It is also shown, however, that the likely positive performance impact that an outsourcing 
decision may have is still far weaker than the direct impact of different kinds of manufac-
turing development initiatives, such as the adoption of lean manufacturing. Therefore, 
this dissertation argues for a repositioning of focus to issues that really matter.

Two main examples of such issues have been provided in this dissertation. The first 
example concerns continuous improvements. It is shown that a qualified majority of 
Swedish manufacturers only meets standards that are related to lower levels of Bes-
sant’s (2001) evolutionary model of continuous improvement behaviour (i.e., Level 
1, or at the most Level 2). This signifies a huge performance improvement potential, 
and therefore, this dissertation argues that more companies have to enhance their con-
tinuous improvement capability level. In order to accomplish this, the most important 
abilities to develop have been identified: the ability to adopt a systematic and strategic 
approach to continuous improvements, the ability to lead the way towards continuous 
improvements, and finally the ability to involve customer and suppliers in continuous 
improvements. Moreover, it is shown that development of these abilities leads to strong 
performance improvements in three important areas for Swedish manufacturers: plant 
operating efficiency, customer satisfaction and working conditions.

The Balanced Scorecard can be a useful approach for companies to use when trying to 
progress from Level 2 to Level 3 in Bessant’s model (from the systematic to the strategic 
continuous improvement capability level). The approach helps to link local work on 
continuous improvements in shop-floor teams to the overall strategic planning of the 
company. In this way, the contribution of these teams to the plant’s overall perform-
ance becomes much clearer. There are several positive spin-off effects of this. Most 
important is that continuous improvements undertaken at the shop—floor level attain 
a more recognized role, which often results in additional support and resources for the 
teams. Another aspect is that the operational knowledge often is better taken advantage 
of in order to improve the company’s competitiveness further.

The second example concerns the adoption of lean manufacturing. It is shown that 
hardly one-fifth of the Swedish engineering industry has implemented this production 
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philosophy, but those who have, outperform the rest in terms of performance improve-
ments. Therefore, this dissertation argues that more companies have to take the road to 
becoming lean enterprises. 

This difficult task to accomplish also reflects some of the complexity of the overall 
research area. The two double-ended arrows in the Manufacturing Development Initia-
tives box in Figure 1 illustrate this. These signify additional and very strong relation-
ships found in the studies undertaken. On the one hand, there is the link between 
continuous improvements and the adoption of lean manufacturing. It is shown that 
lean manufacturers have a higher aptitude to take charge of all employees’ ability to 
continuously improve products and processes. On the other hand, there is the link 
between streamlined and lean production flows, and team-based work organisations. 
It is shown that the need for competent and flexible production teams on the shop 
floor increases as companies transform their operations towards lean manufacturing. 
Therefore, management accounting systems have to be designed to support increased 
decision making at the shop-floor level and the remuneration systems to reward skill 
development in competence areas of importance to the lean enterprise. In conclusion, 
all of this signifies a need for a broad and parallel change process. 

To sum up, it was initially stated that the real threat to the future of manufacturing in 
Sweden doesn’t seem to be lost jobs caused by lower wages in Eastern Europe and Asia. 
Instead, it was argued that the threat rather comes from an inability to make the most 
out of existing manufacturing systems. The joint contribution of the underlying studies 
that this dissertation is based on corroborates this line of thought. More important is, 
however, that in addition to showing that there is room for improvement, a lot of input 
has been provided on how to act creatively for enhanced performance. 

Finally, almost a century has passed since the seminal work of Taylor (1911) first was 
published, and as a closing reflection, it is interesting to note how the nature of the 
problem is the same today — the need to stop wasting material as well as human 
resources in industrial production. However, when it comes to solutions, there are 
striking differences. In the case of continuous improvement for example, Taylor was in 
favour of a system where operative work was separated from improvement work; and 
regarding the organisation of operative work, Taylor was in favour of specialization and 
an extensive division of labour ending up in very narrow work content for employees. 
This dissertation, on the contrary, has argued for and shown, the potential of devel-
opment in the opposite direction. Continuous improvements should be everybody’s 
concern and there should be horizontal and vertical task integration on the shop floor. 
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Overall, this is not new. Socio-technical inspired operations management research and 
debate in Sweden has come to the same conclusions for a long time. The contribution 
of this dissertation rather lies in the contextualization of these issues in a new age and 
furthermore, in defining the road ahead.
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APPENDIX 1



Del 1: Styrning och organisering av ständiga förbättringar

1. I vilken utsträckning stämmer följande påståenden om er verksamhet? Vänligen ange din uppfattning om läget för tre år
sedan till vänster och situationen i er verksamhet idag till höger.

Idag
Instämmer

helt
Instämmer

inte alls
Ett systematiskt arbetssätt eller system för att få med alla medarbetare i

förbättringsarbetet är infört (t.ex. Total Productive Maintenance)

 Lämpliga organisatoriska strukturer och system används för att sprida
kunskap och erfarenheter över hela verksamheten

Innan individer och team påbörjar en utredning och implementerar en
lösning undersöker man om förslaget ligger i linje med den strategiska

inriktningen för hela verksamheten

Alla medarbetare lär av tidigare erfarenheter, såväl goda som dåliga

Alla medarbetare förstår företagets eller den egna avdelningens strategi och
målsättningar

Idéer och förslag besvaras genom ett välstrukturerat och tidseffektivt
förslagssystem

Förbättringsaktiviteter och resultat följs kontinuerligt upp och mäts

Förbättringsarbete är integrerat i den dagliga verksamheten för individer och
team och förekommer inte som en parallell aktivitet

Individer och team arbetar effektivt över organisatoriska gränser internt
(såväl vertikalt som horisontellt) och externt med andra enheter på alla

nivåer

Individer och team gör sina erfarenheter och lärdomar tillgängliga för andra
i verksamheten att dra lärdom av

Individer och team mäter/följer upp sina förbättringsaktiviteter och
utvärderar effekten av dessa på verksamhetens övergripande strategier och

mål

Individer och team använder verksamhetens strategi och mål för att fokusera
och göra prioriteringar i sitt eget förbättringsarbete

Individer söker egna möjligheter för lärande och personlig utveckling
(exempelvis genom att delta i/utföra experiment/projekt eller att sätta egna

mål för sitt lärande)

Chefer accepterar det lärande som förekommer i verksamheten och tar
hänsyn till detta lärande i sitt ledarskap

Chefer på alla nivåer i verksamheten visar ett genuint intresse för det
förbättringsarbete som bedrivs på sina respektive nivåer

Chefer är ett föredöme genom att exempelvis själva aktivt engagera sig i
utförandet av systematiskt förbättringsarbete

Chefer stödjer experimenterande genom att inte bestraffa misslyckanden
utan istället uppmuntra lärande från dem

Chefer stödjer förbättringsverksamheten genom att tillhandahålla tillräckligt
med tid, pengar, utrymme och andra resurser

Instämmer
helt

För tre år sedan
Instämmer

inte alls
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Kontinuerlig utvärdering säkerställer att hela arbetsplatsens
organisationsstruktur och system stödjer och förstärker

förbättringsverksamheten på ett konsistent sätt

Individer och team initierar, deltar i och slutför förbättringsaktiviteter. De
deltar i hela processen

Individer och team försäkrar sig om att deras lärdomar införlivas i
verksamheten genom de mekanismer som finns för detta ändamål

Medarbetare fokuserar på såväl interna som externa kunder i sitt
förbättringsarbete

Medarbetare arbetar systematiskt med att identifiera och lösa problem, dvs
tillämpar planera-gör-studera-lär (PDCA)

Medarbetare förstår och känner ansvar för företagets processer

Medarbetare använder systematiska verktyg och tekniker som stöd i sitt
förbättringsarbete

Medarbetare mäter löpande resultat av sina förbättringsaktiviteter för att
förbättringsarbetet ska bli ännu effektivare

I förbättringsaktiviteter som rör den direkta produktionen finns medarbetare
från olika nivåer representerade

Högsta ledningen ser till att det finns tillräckligt med resurser (tid, pengar
och personal) för att stödja en ständig utveckling av verksamhetens system

för förbättringar

Förbättringsprojekt utförs tillsammans med kunder och/eller leverantörer

Verksamheten tillvaratar och sprider lärdomar mellan individer och team

Verksamheten belönar (ej nödvändigtvis ekonomiskt) medarbetares bidrag
till förbättringsverksamheten

Verksamheten använder feed-back från kunder och leverantörer i
förbättringsarbetet för att förbättra verksamhetens resultat

När större organisatoriska förändringar planeras så utvärderas effekten av
dessa på verksamhetens system för att bedriva ständiga förbättringar och

justeringar görs om så behövs

När någonting går fel är den naturliga reaktionen att medarbetare på alla
nivåer i verksamheten försöker förstå varför det gick fel snarare än att leta

efter syndabockar

Instämmer
helt

Idag
Instämmer

inte alls

För tre år sedan
Instämmer

helt
Instämmer

inte alls

2. Bakgrundsinformation.

 a) Under hur många år har ert företag arbetat aktivt med systematiskt förbättringsarbete?

 b) Under hur många år har du varit engagerad i systematiskt förbättringsarbete?

 c) Under hur många år har du haft din nuvarande befattning?
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3. När, hur och var bedrivs det huvudsakliga förbättringsarbetet?

a) När? Ange endast ett alternativ.
Ordinarie arbetstid Betald övertid Obetald övertid

b) Hur?
Rangordna alternativen nedan från 1 till 5 genom att skriva 1 för det alternativ som bäst beskriver hur det huvudsakliga
förbättringsarbetet bedrivs osv.
Speciella möten Ordinarie möten för

tvärfunktionellt
sammansatta

förbättringsteam

Möte för ordinarie
arbetsgrupper

Spontana möten Individuellt

c) Vid vilka funktioner bedrivs förbättringsarbete och i vilken utsträckning?
Ett kryss per rad.

Inga förbättrings-
aktiviteter

Enstaka förbättrings-
aktiviteter

Regelbundna
förbättringsaktiviteter

Regelbundna och ofta
förekommande

förbättringsaktiviteter

Förbättringsarbete är en
del av vardagen

Platschef/ledningsgrupp
Produktutveckling
Produktionsteknik
Produktion
Marknadsföring och försäljning

Logistik
Kvalitet
Underhåll
Eftermarknad/service
Ekonomi
Personal/HRM

4. Ange vilken betydelse följande motiv har för arbetet med ständiga förbättringar i er verksamhet.
Stor betydelse Liten betydelse

För att våra kunder begär förbättringar
Öka produktionsvolymen
Öka produktiviteten
Förbättra kvaliteten
Minska ledtiden
Förbättra leveranssäkerheten

Förbättra säkerheten och arbetsförhållandena
Kostnadsreducering
Öka kundtillfredsställelsen
Förbättra de administrativa rutinerna
Öka anställdas engagemang och förändringsbenägenhet
Förbättra organisationen/samarbetet/kommunikationen

Förbättra anställdas färdigheter och kompetens
För att ledningen begär ständiga förbättringar
Minska sjukfrånvaron
Förbättra leverantörsrelationerna
Förbättra kundrelationerna
Förbättra samarbetet mellan olika enheter/avdelningar
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5. Vilken är den gängse uppfattningen i frågorna nedan?
Är mycket lätt Är mycket svårt

Att initiera konkreta förändringar
Att hålla i gång pågående förbättringsaktiviteter
Att få förändringsansatser att spridas till andra enheter eller avdelningar

Att driva flera projekt samtidigt
Att koppla samman lokala förbättringsaktiviteter med verksamhetens
  övergripande strategi
Att frambringa tillräckligt med resurser till förbättringsaktiviteter

6. Hur ofta utgör följande områden ett hinder i förbättringsarbetet?

Tidsbrist
Otillräcklig budget
Otillräcklig kunskap/förmåga/erfarenhet
Otillräckliga utbildningsmöjligheter/utrymme att genomföra förbättringar

Informationsbrist
Brist på stöd
Lågt engagemang från ledningen
Otydlighet kring verksamhetens mål

Brist på medarbetarengagemang
En kultur som ej stödjer förbättringsaktiviteter
Otillräcklig prestationsmätning/nyckeltal

Del 2: Stöd och verktyg i förbättringsarbetet

7. Vilken betydelse anser du följande medel har för att etablera förbättringsarbete i er verksamhet och hur ofta används de?
Betydelse

Stor Liten
Användning

Ofta Sällan

Slogans
Medarbetare utbildas i användning av problemlösningsverktyg

Mätning och uppföljning av förbättringsaktiviteter
Stöd från personer i ledande befattning

Belöningssystem
Stödjande ledarskap inom förbättringsverksamheten

Arbete i team
Förslagssystem

Systematiska metoder för att identifiera och lösa problem (P-D-CA)
Kampanjer på anslagstavlor

Kampanjer i interna medier såsom tidningar och nyhetsblad
Kampanjer genom tävlingar och utmärkelser

Direktkommunikation (Face-to-face communication)
Regelbundna besök av ledningen i verkstaden

Användning av ISO 9000/2000 eller någon annan kvalitetsstandard
Total Produktivt Underhåll (TPM eller TPU)

Kvalitetsutmärkelser (exempelvis Utmärkelsen Svensk Kvalitet)
Formaliserad målnedbrytning

Är ofta ett hinder Är sällan ett hinder
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8. Vilken betydelse har följande incitament/belöningssätt i er verksamhet och hur ofta används de?
Ange vilken betydelse verktygen har till vänster och hur ofta de används till höger.

Betydelse
Stor Liten

Användning
Ofta Sällan

Förslag utvärderas och belönas
Förbättringar belönas direkt med engångssummor

Förbättringar belönas indirekt genom lönen

Förbättringar belönas ej med pengar men med utveckling av arbetet
och/eller förbättrade karriärsmöjligheter

Hela team belönas för förbättringar

9. Vilka verktyg används till att identifiera och lösa problem i ert förbättringsarbetet?
Ange vilken betydelse verktygen har till vänster och hur ofta de används till höger.

Betydelse
Stor Liten

Användning
Ofta Sällan

Verktyg för problemidentifikation, exempelvis checklistor
De sju förbättringsverktygen, exempelvis Pareto och fiskbensdiagram

De 7 nya kvalitetsverktygen, exempelvis släktskapsdiagram
Verktyg för processkartläggning

FMEA (Feleffektanalys)
QFD (Kundcentrerad planering)

Kreativitetsverktyg/idégenereringsverktyg
Visualiseringsverktyg

Standardiseringsverktyg
5S (Sortera, Städa, Strukturera, Stabilisera, Standardisera)

Simulering
Sex sigma

SPS - Statistisk Process Styrning

Del 3: Förbättringsarbetets effekt på verksamhetens resultat

10. Hur viktigt anser du att det är att bedriva systematiskt arbete med ständiga förbättringar för er verksamhets resultat?
Ange endast ett alternativ.
Av avgörande
betydelse för
verksamheten

Av strategisk vikt Viktigt för den
operativa

verksamheten

Av mindre
betydelse

Oviktigt

11. I vilken utsträckning har ständiga förbättringar till skillnad från stora maskininvesteringar etc bidragit till
verksamhetens resultat i följande avseenden de senaste tre åren?

I mycket hög
 utsträckning Inte alls

Ökade produktionsvolymer
Bättre administrativa rutiner
Ökad produktivitet
Bättre kvalitet

Bättre leveranssäkerhet
Reducerade ledtider
Reducerade kostnader
Ökad kundtillfredsställelse

Minskad sjukfrånvaro
Bättre säkerhet/arbetsförhållanden
Förbättrade färdigheter och kompetens
Ökat engagemang och förändringsbenägenhet

Bättre organisation/samarbete/kommunikation
Bättre leverantörsrelationer
Bättre kundrelationer
Bättre internt samarbete mellan olika enheter

I mycket hög
 utsträckning Inte alls
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Del 4: Företagets bakgrund och produktionssituation i allmänhet

12. Vilket av följande alternativ beskriver bäst er arbetsplats?

13a. Utgör arbetsplatsen en del av en större koncern? Ja Nej

!3b. Om JA, arbetsplatsen är ett: Moderbolag Dotterbolag

13c. Om DOTTERBOLAG, moderbolaget är från:

14. Vilka är de huvudsakliga funktionerna vid arbetsplatsen? Flera kryss är möjliga.

15. Vilken är verksamhetens huvudsakliga produkt?

16. Hur mycket omsätter arbetsplatsen? Miljoner US$
(1 US$ = 10 SEK)

17. Hur många anställda har arbetsplatsen? Anställda

18. Vilka av följande alternativ beskriver bäst er verksamhet?
Ett kryss per rad. I en begränsad

del av  Sverige I hela sverige

I några länder
på en hel
kontinent

I några  länder
på olika

 kontinenter

Globalt, i många
 länder över

 flera kontinenter
Vår verksamhets produkter saluförs
Vår verksamhets material och komponenter köps in

Vår verksamhets delsystem och moduler köps in
Vår verksamhets arbetskraft rekryteras

19. Hur har kraven från era kunder och marknader ändrats under de tre sista åren och vilka områden satsar ni mest på idag?

Ange utvecklingen under de tre sista åren med ett kryss per rad till vänster.
Ange vad ni satsar mest på idag genom att till höger rangordna de fem viktigaste områdena. (1 viktigast - 5 minst viktigast

 För vår verksamhet har följande kund- och marknadskrav under de tre sista åren:

Fått större betydelse Varken större eller
mindre betydelse Mindre betydelse

Rangordning
(1 - 5)

Produktpris
Produktfunktionalitet
Produktkvalitet
Leveranssäkerhet

Leveranstid
Time-To-Market för nya produkter
Produktutveckling/innovationer
Kundanpassning av produkter

Eftermarknad/service
Produktutbud
Flexibilitet i orderstorlek
Företagsanseende
Miljövänliga produkter

FoU Tillverkning Logistik Marknadsföring Personal/HRM Ekonomi
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21. Hur skulle du vilja beskriva produktionssystemet för er verksamhets viktigaste produktgrupp?
Ange endast ett alternativ.

20.  Hur skulle du vilja beskriva produktmixen för er verksamhets viktigaste produktgrupp? Ange endast ett alternativ.

Hög volym/hög mix Hög volym/låg mix Låg volym/hög mix Låg volym/låg mix

22. Vilka av följande sex alternativ beskriver bäst order till leverans för er verksamhets viktigaste produktgrupp?
Kryssa endast ett alternativ.

Del 5: Genomförda rationaliseringars effekt på produktionsprocesser och arbetsorganisation

23. I vilken utsträckning stämmer följande påståenden om hittills genomfört rationaliseringsarbete vid er tillverkningsenhet?
Instämmer i

mycket
hög  utsträckning

Instämmer
inte alls

Rationaliseringsarbete kan bedrivas på olika sätt och med olika inriktning. I denna undersökning avses
utvecklingsprojekt i linje med koncept som totalt produktivt underhåll (TPM), gränslös flödesorganisation (GFO),
Lean Production och Just-In-Time (JIT) etc.

a) Effekten på våra produktionsprocesser är att:

Värdet på Produkter-I-Arbete (PIA) i förhållande till omsättningen har minskat
Partistorlekar har minskat
Ställtider har minskat
Tillgängligheten i våra maskiner har ökat

Antalet gånger som komponenter/delar transporteras på verkstadsgolvet har minskat
Total sträcka som komponenter/delar transporteras på verkstadsgolvet har minskat
Värdet på kassationer/spill samt omarbetningar har minskat i förhållande till omsättningen
Andelen inspektioner som utförs i automatiska defektkontroller har ökat

Ledtiden för att tillverka en order har minskat
Andelen leveranser in i vårt materialflöde som är Just-In-Time har ökat
Andelen steg i materialflödet som drar fram produkterna genom tillverkningen i stället för
  trycker fram har ökat (jämför push/pull system)

Instämmer i mycket
hög utsträckning

Med produktionsteam avses ett litet antal individer med kompletterande kompetenser som är
engagerade i ett gemensamt uppdrag och med ett gemensamt ansvar för att nå uppsatta mål

b) Effekten på vår arbetsorganisation av hittills genomfört rationaliseringsarbete är att:

Andelen verkstadsarbetare som arbetar i produktionsteam har ökat
Andelen direkt operativa arbetsuppgifter av totala arbetsvolymen i produktflödet som utförs av
  produktionsteamen har ökat
Andelen tjänstemän i funktioner som Inköp, Kvalitet och Produktionsteknik i förhållande till
  antalet verkstadsarbetare har minskat
Graden av daglig interaktion mellan produktionsledning, produktionsnära tjänstemän och
  produktionsteam har ökat

Andelen systematiskt förbättringsarbete som bedrivs av produktionsteam i tillverkningen har ökat
Andelen personer på kvalitetsavdelningen som endast arbetar med att kontrollera kvaliteten har
  minskat
Samtliga medarbetare i våra produktionsteam utför tjänstemannabetonat arbete såsom
  arbetsledning, inköps- och produktionstekniskt arbete har ökat
Bemanningsnivån i den direkta tillverkningen har minskat

Tillv. mot prognos/leverans från lager(1) Montering mot order(2) Tillverkning mot order(3)

Konfigurering mot order(4) Konstruktion mot order(5) Utveckling mot order(6)
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24. I vilken utsträckning stämmer följande påståenden om användningen av ekonomistyrnings-
och prestationsmätningssystem i er verksamhet?

Del 6: Användning av ekonomistyrnings- och prestationsmätningssystem samt
utformning av lönesystem för verkstadsarbetare

Produktionsteamen erhåller kontinuerligt relevant information om hur de presterar i för
  verksamheten strategiskt prioriterade områden
Andra typer av mätetal än finansiella (dvs, effektivitetmått såsom genomloppstid och buffertar
  samt kund- och utvecklingsmått etc.) används för att mäta produktionsteamens prestation

Produktionsteamens förbättringsarbete ligger i linje med den övergripande strategiska riktningen
  för verksamheten
Det förs en kontinuerlig dialog mellan produktionsteam och produktionsledare om utfallet av
  använda mätetal

Systemen används i produktionsteamen som beslutstöd och det finns en klar koppling mellan
  använda mätetal och handlingsplaner i det förbättringsarbete som teamen bedriver

a) Lönesystemet består av:
1 lönedel, endast grundlönedel

1 lönedel, endast rörlig lönedel

2 lönedelar, grundlönedel och rörlig lönedel

2 lönedelar, grundlönedel och individuell lönedel

2 lönedelar, grundlönedel och befattningslönedel

3 lönedelar, grundlönedel, befattningslönedel och rörlig lönedel

3 lönedelar, grundlönedel, befattningslönedel och individuell lönedel

3 lönedelar, grundlönedel, individuell lönedel och rörlig lönedel

4 lönedelar, grundlönedel, befattningslönedel, individuell lönedel och rörlig lönedel

25. Hur är lönesystemet för verkstadsarbetare utformat? Några exempel för att underlätta
kategoriseringen av lönesystem:

Befattningslönedel =
Befattningsutveckling genom att indirekt
operativa och/eller
tjänstemannabetonade arbetsuppgifter
tillförs, t.ex. underhållsarbete eller
programmering.

Individuell lönedel = Löneskillnader
baserat på meriter såsom anställningstid,
erfarenhet och samarbetsförmåga,
arbetets resultat, kreativitet och
duglighet.

Rörlig lönedel = Löneskillnader baserat
på uppmätt prestation såsom ackord,
bonus, resultatlön

Hur är den rörliga lönedelen konstruerad?

b) Följande mätfaktorer används: (flera kryss möjliga)
Produktivitet Kvalitet Leveranssäkerhet Genomloppstid Annat

c) Följande mätområden används: (flera kryss möjliga)
Enskild individ Produktionsteam Avdelning Större enhet

AldrigRegelbundet och
väldigt ofta Regelbundet

26. I vilken genomsnittlig omfattning utför en medarbetare i produktionsteam följande indirekt operativa arbetsuppgifter?
Ett kryss per rad.

Del 7: Arbetsorganisationens utformning

Ställarbete, kalibrering
Testning, provning, kvalitetskontroll
Underhåll

27a. Ange totalt antal gånger per vecka som en medarbetare i produktionsteam utför olika tjänstemannabetonade
arbetsuppgifter. (Endast ett alternativ)
(Se sektion b på nästa sida för exempel på tjänstemannabetonade arbetsuppgifter)

Dagligen > 30 min/tillfälle 2-3 gånger >30 min/tillfälle 1 gång > 30 min Sporadiskt Aldrig
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Förekommer ejFörekommer i mycket
 hög omfattning

27b. Ange nedan vad detta tjänstemannabetonade arbete består av. Ett kryss per rad.

28. Inom vilka av följande områden förekommer arbetsrotation för verkstadsarbetare i normalfallet. Flera kryss möjliga.

Arbetsledning/uppföljning av mål
Planering
Beredning

Programmering/produktionsteknik
Ekonomi
Kvalitet/systematiskt förbättringsarbete

Personal
Inköp/logistik/externa kontakter med kunder och leverantörer

Direkt operativt arbete

Indirekt operativt arbete

Tjänstemannabetonat arbete

Produktionsteamledarrollen

Rotation förekommer ej

29. Vilka utför det huvudsakliga förbättringsarbetet som rör tillverkningen? Ange endast ett alternativ.

(A)
Särskilda funktioner eller
förbättringsteam utför allt

förbättringsarbete

Lika delar
(A) som (B)

(B)
Produktionsteamen utför

allt förbättringsarbete

30. Hur styr ni förbättringsarbetet som rör tillverkningen? Ange endast ett alternativ.

(A)
Ledningen definierar vad

som ska förbättras samt hur,
av vem/vilka och när

förbättringsarbetet ska
utföras

Lika delar
(A) som (B)

(B)
Ledningen anger syfte och övergripande mål för

förbättringsarbetet. Teamet som utför
förbättringsarbetet definierar själv vad som ska
förbättras samt hur och när förbättringsarbetet

ska bedrivas

31. Hur har följande prestationsindikatorer förändrats för er verksamhet som helhet under de tre sista åren?

Del 8: Verksamhetens prestationer

Produktivitet
Tillverkningskvalitet
Leveransprecision

Ledtid
Produktkostnad
Kundnöjdhet

Utvecklingstid för nya
  produkter
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APPENDIX 2



1

                                                             Instruktioner för enkätens ifyllande

De flesta frågorna är kryssfrågor. Enkätsvaren avläses elektroniskt, därför är det mycket noga att krysset verkligen hamnar i
den avsedda rutan. Om Ni kryssar fel, sudda antingen ut det felaktiga krysset noga eller fyll i hela rutan och markera därefter
ett nytt kryss i rätt ruta. Där Ni uppmanas att själv skriva i siffror eller bokstäver som svar, texta tydligt och skriv bara ett
tecken per ruta. I de rutor Ni ombeds fylla i siffror, tänk på att tillse att den sista rutan alltid blir ifylld. Om ni skall fylla i "60"
och det finns 4 svarsrutor, använder Ni således de två sista rutorna och lämnar de två första tomma.

Enkäten riktar sig till såväl fristående företag som arbetsställen inom större företag. Där begreppet "företag" förekommer
skall det alltid tolkas som det arbetsställe till vilket enkäten adresserats.

Sektion 1: Allmänna uppgifter om företaget och dess produkter

2.  Hur många anställda har Ert företag?

1.  Vänligen ange vilket av följande alternativ som bäst beskriver Ert företag (dvs. Ert arbetsställe):
Självständigt företag Företag inom koncern Division Produktionsenhet Annat:__________________________

3. Varav antalet kollektivanställda:

6.  Ange vilka funktioner som finns representerade på Ert företag:

Produktion Produktutveckling Inköp Marknad/försäljning Distribution Eftermarknad

4.  Vem har det övergripande konstruktionsansvaret för de produkter som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet? (Ange ett alternativ)
Denna arbetsplats Annan enhet inom samma bolag Kunder Övrig:

5.  Vilken är den produkt som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet?

8.  Hur länge tillverkar Ni i genomsnitt Era produkter innan de ersätts av nyare varianter?
Mindre än 6 månader 6-12 månader 1 år 2 år 3-4 år 5-8 år Mer än 8 år

9.  Varför väljer Era kunder Er? Värdera betydelsen av följande faktorer.
      Rangordna därefter de fem viktigaste med "1" för den viktigaste, "2" för den näst viktigaste osv. t.o.m. "5" för den femte viktigaste.

7.  Vad karaktäriserar den produkt som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet?
Enkel att producera Komplex att producera
Enkel att konstruera Komplex att konstruera

     Helt
avgörande

  Mindre
betydelse

Rangordning av de
   fem viktigaste

___________________________________

Produktens kvalitet
Produktens funktionalitet

Varumärke, rykte på marknaden
Kundanpassning av produkter

Ledtid order till leverans
Leveransprecision

Produktsortimentets bredd
Produktens pris

Ledtid för framtagning av nya produkter (TTM)
Produktmixflexibilitet (ändra typ av produkt som tillverkas)
Volymflexibilitet (öka och minska volym)

Eftermarknad, service/support

1
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Sektion 2: Företagets produktion

10.  Tag ställning till följande påståenden om produktionens strategiska roll i företaget.

11.  Hur skulle Ni karaktärisera den huvudsakliga produktionen i Er verksamhet?

12.  Vilken processtyp används huvudsakligen för Er viktigaste produkt inom bearbetning/komponenttillverkning respektive montering?

14.  Hur stor del av tillverkningskostnaden utgörs av inköpt material och inköpt arbete idag respektive för tre år sedan?
       Utgå från den produkt som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet. (Svara i procent)

13.  Vilket av nedanstående arbestssätt beskriver bäst den huvudsakliga tillverkningen i Er verksamhet?
Tillverka mot lager Slutmontera mot order Producera mot order Detaljkonstruktion mot order Utveckla helt nya produkter mot order

15.   Uppskatta hur stor andel av värdet av nedanstående aktiviteter som utförs av externa leverantörer, idag samt för tre år sedan.
        Utgå från framställningen av Er huvudsakliga produkt.

Företagets konkurrensförmåga baseras på en
effektiv produktion och företagsledningen anser
det vara mycket viktigt att produktionens
förmåga överträffar konkurrenterna.

Företagsledningen anser att det är tillräckligt
med en produktionsförmåga i nivå med
konkurrenterna eftersom den anser att
konkurrensen i huvudsak sker med andra
förmågor än överlägsen produktion.

De satsningar som görs i produktionen är direkt
kopplade till de krav som företagets affärs-
strategi ställer på produktionens förmåga.
Produktionens förmågor är väl matchade med
kraven från de valda marknaderna.

Produktionen har begränsat inflytande på
företagets affärsstrategi, och någon
övergripande samordning mellan satsningar i
produktionen och företagets marknadsstrategi
förekommer ej

Den långsiktiga utvecklingen inom
produktionsteknologi följs systematiskt.
Produktionsfunktionen används för beslut
rörande produktionens teknologi och
utformning.

Vid strategiska förändringar inom produktionen
används ofta extern expertis.
Produktutvecklingspersonal nyttjas ofta vid
processförändringar

Utöver tillverkning tas produktionens kompetens
tillvara inom en rad områden, t.ex. vid val och
utveckling av leverantörer och vid utveckling av
nya produkter.

Produktionens uppgift är begränsad till att
tillverka de produkter som utvecklas av
konstruktionsavdelningen. Kontakten med
leverantörer sköts av inköpsavdelningen.

Liten variation på produktens utformning Stor variation på produktens utformning
Hög volym Låg volym

Bearbetning/komponenttillverkning
Montering

 Lina
Flödes-
 grupp

  Fast
position

Förekommer
         ej

Funktionell
  verkstad

Idag För tre år sedan% %

Förekommer
        ejFör tre år sedanIdag

Komponenttillverkning och bearbetning

Konstruktion av den produkt som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet

Service och underhåll av Er produktionsutrustning

Slutmontering

%

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
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17.  Hur stor andel av monteringsarbetet och den därmed förknippade hanteringen stöds av robotar eller är automatiserat?

16.  Hur mycket av komponenttillverkningen/bearbetningen utförs i datorstyrda maskiner (CNC) och i mer automatiserade flexibla automatiserade
       maskinsystem (FMS)?

Inget Allt

Inget Allt

20.  Hur har Er produktionsverksamhet förändrats under de senaste tre åren?

18.  Hur lång är produktionsledtiden (från orderfrisläppande till färdig produkt) i genomsnitt?
       Utgå från den produkt som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet.  (Svara i antal dagar)

19.  Hur mycket kan ni tillfälligt öka Er produktionsvolym inom en fyraveckorsperiod?
       Utgå från den produkt som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet. (Svara i procent)

Väsentlig
minskningOförändrat

Väsentlig
  ökningProduktionsprocesser och teknik

Användningen av avancerade maskiner och teknisk utrustning
Utnyttjandegraden i maskinparken
Flödesorienteringen i produktionen
Särskilda insatser för att höja flexibiliteten

Arbetsorganisation
Andelen målstyrda team med självständigt ansvar för planering och utförande
Antalet arbetsledare/produktionsledare i förhållande till antalet verkstadsarbetare
Antalet tjänstemän inom produktionsteknik, kvalitet, logistik och
inköp i förhållande till antalet verkstadsarbetare

Personal
Systematiska utbildningsinsatser i syfte att höja kompetensnivån
Bemanningsnivån i produktionen
Andelen inhyrd personal från andra företag

Extern samverkan
Samarbetet med kunderna
Samarbetet med leverantörerna
Annan extern samverkan____________________________________________

21.  I vilken utsträckning utförs följande arbetsuppgifter av tvärfunktionella team? (Med tvärfunktionella team menas mer eller mindre
       tillfälliga grupper med representanter från flera funktioner inom företaget, t.ex. produktion, utveckling, marknad och inköp)

%23.  Hur stor andel av de som arbetar med produktion (kollektivanställda och tjänstemän) är inhyrda? (Svara i procent)

22.  Hur många produktionstekniker eller motsvarande finns idag inom Ert företag? personer

Utförs enbart av
  sådana team

 Utförs ej av
sådana team

Utveckling av produkter
Utveckling av produktionsprocesser
Utformning av leverantörs- och distributionssystem
Utveckling av marknad
Systematiskt förbättringsarbete

Förekommer
         ej

dagar

%

Komponenttillverkning/bearbetnng förekommer ej

Montering förekommer ej

1
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24.  Hur stor andel av Era verkstadsarbetare arbetar i målstyrda produktionsteam*?
       (Om inga av Era verkstadsarbetare arbetar i team, ange "0" och gå vidare till fråga 27)

*Med produktionsteam menas ett begränsat antal individer med kompletterande kompetenser som arbetar tillsammans och har ett gemensamt ansvar
 för att nå uppsatta mål

%

Sektion 3: Utvecklingsarbetet

 Förekommer i
låg utsträckning

27.  Tag ställning till följande påståenden kring produktionens roll i utvecklingen av de produkter som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet:

Produktionsfunktionen informerar produktutvecklingspersonal om produktionens
möjligheter och förmågor
Produktionsfunktionen föreslår produktförändringar som ökar producerbarheten
Produktionsprocesser utformas parallellt med produktutvecklingsarbetet
Produktionspersonal medverkar tidigt i produktutvecklingsprojekt
Personal från produktion och konstruktion samarbetar intensivt

Förekommer i mycket
    hög utsträckning

Nej inte så viktig
28.  Spelar produktionsfunktionen en viktig roll i utvecklingen av den produkt som huvudsakligen tillverkas i Er verksamhet?

Ja mycket viktig

29.  Tag ställning till följande påståenden angående samarbetet med Era viktigaste leverantörer:

Våra viktigaste leverantörer medverkar tidigt i framtagningen av nya produkter
Vi bedriver gemensamt arbete för kostnadsreducering
Tillgång ges till produktionsplaner och system
De bidrar till väsentliga förbättringar av produkten
Aktivt samarbete sker för att anpassa våra och deras produktionsprocesser

Förekommer i mycket
    hög utsträckning

Förekommer
         ej

25.  I vilken utsträckning utför medarbetare i produktionsteamen följande tjänstemannabetonade arbetsuppgifter:

Arbetsledning, personal

I mycket hög
utsträckning   Inte alls

Planering av produktion
Beredning, programmering
Produktionsteknik
Ekonomi och budget
Kvalitet, systematiskt förbättringsarbete
Logistik, beställning av material och komponenter
Externa kontakter med kunder och leverantörer

26.  Hur mycket tid lägger en medlem i ett produktionsteam i snitt ned på de
       tjänstemannabetonade arbetsuppgifterna? (Svara i antal timmar per vecka) timmar/vecka

1
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Sektion 4: Förnyelseförmåga

Följande sektion innehåller frågor om förnyelse av produkter och processer. Sektionen är relevant för såväl produktägande
företag med egen produktutveckling som legotillverkare utan egen produktutveckling. Frågorna i sektionen skall således
besvaras av alla. Företag/arbetsställen utan egen produktutveckling besvarar frågorna med utgångspunkt från de nya produkter
man börjar tillverka, oavsett vem som "äger" och konstruerar produkten.

30.  Tag ställning till följande påståenden angående samarbetet med Era viktigaste kunder:

Våra viktigaste kunder medverkar tidigt i framtagningen av nya produkter
Vi bedriver gemensamt arbete för kostnadsreducering
Tillgång ges till produktionsplaner och system
De bidrar till väsentliga förbättringar av produkten

Förekommer i mycket
   hög utsträckning

Förekommer
        ej

Mycket mindre
omfattande
Mycket mindre

Mycket mer sällan

Instämmer
  inte alls

31.  Besvara följande frågor angående Er introduktion av nya produkter i jämförelse med Era konkurrenter:

Mycket mer
omfattande
Mycket mer

Mycket oftareHur ofta introducerar Ni nya produkter?

Hur omfattande förbättringar har Era nya produkter?

Hur mycket satsar Ni på kostnadsrationalisering?

32.  Utgå från Er senast introducerade viktiga produkt. Tag ställning till följande påståenden angående dess industrialisering:

Väldigt få tillverkningsproblem uppstod under produktionsuppstarten
Det krävdes många konstruktionsförändringar för att lösa problem i produktionen

Instämmer helt
    och hållet

34.  Hur stor del av volymvärdet i Er produktion utgörs av nya produkter?
       (dvs. produkter som introducerats de senaste tre åren)

33.  Introducerade Ert företag några helt nya eller väsentligt förbättrade produkter under de senaste tre åren som: (Ange ett alternativ eller
       eventuellt de två översta)

Hade helt nya eller väsentligt förbättrade funktioner eller egenskaper
Var väsentligt förbättrade ur tillverkningssynpunkt
Nej, inga helt nya eller väsentligt förbättrade produkter introducerades under de senaste tre åren. Gå vidare till fråga 36.

%

35.  Utgå från Er senast introducerade viktiga produkt. Ange andelen delar och/eller komponenter från följande alternativ:

Tidigare utvecklade/använda komponenter, lånade från andra produkter som vi utvecklat/tillverkat

Nya konstruktioner, utvecklade specifikt för den här produkten

Inköpt standardmaterial, "från hyllan"

%

 0 1  0

%

%
%

1
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36.  Introducerade Ert företag några helt nya eller väsentligt förbättrade tillverkningsprocesser under de senaste tre åren som var:
       (Ange ett alternativ eller eventuellt de två översta)

Nya i branschen
Nya för Ert företag, men redan existerande i branschen
Nej, inga helt nya eller väsentligt förbättrade processer introducerades under de senaste tre åren. Gå vidare till fråga 38.

37.  Hur stor del av tillverkningsteknologin som används för att producera Era
       viktigaste produkter är nyare än tre år? (Svara i procent) %

38.  Bedöm hur Er förmåga har utvecklats de senaste tre åren:

 Väsentlig
försämring

 Väsentlig
förbättringOförändrat

Volymflexibilitet (snabbt öka och minska volymen)
Produktmixflexibilitet (ändra typ av produkt)

Leveransprecision

Produktivitet
Produktkvalitet
Tillverkningskostnad, TK

Leveranstid (order till leverans)
Produktionsledtid

Tid för framtagning av nya produkter

Kostnad för introducering av nya produkter

Kapitalbindning
Inköpspriser

Sektion 5: Outsourcing

Denna sektion handlar om outsourcing. Det är mycket viktigt att begreppet outsourcing tolkas på ett enhetligt sätt av Er som
fyller i enkäten. Den definition av outsourcing som valts i denna enkät är följande:
"Outsourcing föreligger när ett företag anlitar en leverantör för att utföra en aktivitet som tidigare utförts i egen regi".
Vi vill dessutom än en gång göra Er uppmärksam på att med "företag" avses här det arbetsställe till vilket enkäten är
adresserad.

39.  Har Ert företag outsourcat produktionen av någon komponent/produkt under de senaste tre åren?
Ja Nej. Gå vidare till fråga 47

40.  Vad outsourcades?________________________________________________________________________________________________

41.  Vilken årlig omsättning motsvarar den produktion Ert företag outsourcat under de senaste tre åren? (Svara i tusentals kronor)

kkr

42.  Utgå från Er senaste outsourcing av en betydelsefull komponent/produkt. Hur stor andel av den valda leverantörens omsättning kommer från Er?
0-20% 20-40% 40-60% 60-80% 80-100%

1
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43.  Vad karaktäriserar de komponenter/produkter som Ni outsourcat produktionen av under de senaste tre åren?

44.  Vad karaktäriserar Er outsourcing av produktion under de senaste tre åren?

Enkla att producera
Enkla att konstruera

Standardiserade/högvolym

Av liten betydelse för kundens upplevda
värde av slutprodukten
Konstruktionsarbetet läggs ut tillsammans
med produktionen
Inköpsansvaret läggs ut tillsammans med
produktionen

Vi köper komponenterna/produkterna av en
aktör som tar över vår befintliga verksamhet

Vi lägger ned vår egen
verksamhet och köper in

Vi outsourcar till en leverantör
inom samma koncern

Vi outsourcar till en leverantör som
inte ingår i samma koncern som oss

Vi outsourcar till utlandet Vi outsourcar till en leverantör som
bedriver tillverkningen i Sverige

Vi outsourcar till en leverantör vars volym av
de outsourcade produkterna/komponenterna
är mycket högre än vad vi hade

Vi outsourcar till en leverantör vars volym av de
outsourcade produkterna/komponenterna är lika
eller marginellt högre än vad vi hade

Komplexa att producera
Komplexa att konstruera

Unika/lågvolym

Av stor betydelse för kundens upplevda värde
av slutprodukten

Konstruktionsarbetet läggs ej ut

Inköpsansvaret läggs ej ut

Vi outsourcar till ett låglöneland Vi outsourcar till en leverantör i
ett land med samma löneläge

45. Hur viktiga var följande motiv för Er outsourcing av produktion under de senaste tre åren?

Minska kostnaderna för den outsourcade komponenten/produkten
Öka kontrollen över kostnaderna
Minska andelen fasta kostnader

Minska investeringsbehovet
Kapitaltillskott genom försäljning av produktionsresurser
Riskspridning

Få tillgång till kompetens
Öka produktens kvalitet
Utnyttja leverantörens högre innovationsförmåga

Snabbare introduktion av nya produkter (minska TTM)
Lägre utvecklingskostnader
Verksamheten svår att styra

Ökad fokusering
Frigöra resurser för andra ändamål
Öka förmågan att hantera upp- och nedgångar i efterfrågan

Renodla produktionsverksamheten och skapa klarare flöden
Kapacitetsbrist

Avgörande motiv Ej motiv

1
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46.  Vad blev effekten av outsourcingen för följande faktorer?

Kostnad för den outsourcade komponenten/produkten
Kontroll över kostnaderna
Kvalitet

Produktionsledtid
Ledtid order till leverans för Er slutprodukt
Ny funktionalitet hos den outsourcade komponenten/produkten

Effektivitet i den kvarvarande produktionen
Indirekta kostnader i företaget
Tid för utveckling av nya produkter

Tid för industrialisering av nya produkter
Kostnader för utveckling av nya produkter
Förmåga att hantera upp- och nedgångar i efterfrågan

Kapitalbindning
Förmåga till kundanpassning
Eftermarknadsservice

Leveransprecision på utleveranser av Er slutprodukt

Mycket
 bättre

Mycket
 sämre

 Ingen
skillnad

Ni har nu avklarat den sista sektionen i enkäten. Vi vill härmed ge Er ett stort tack för Er medverkan!
Kom ihåg att bifoga bladet med Er ifyllda adress om Ni vill ha resultaten skickade till Er!

47.  Har Ert företag insourcat produktionen av någon komponent/produkt under de senaste tre åren?
Nej

Ja. Vad då?_________________________________________________________________________________

Sektion 6: Ekonomiska mått

kkr

48.  Inträffade någon av dessa händelser under de senaste tre åren? (Välj ett alternativ. Har både förvärv och försäljningar förekommit, utgå
       från nettoeffekten av samtliga förvärv och försäljningar)

Företaget grundades

Företagets omsättning ökade med minst 10% p.g.a. förvärv eller sammanslagning med annat företag

Företagets omsättning minskade med minst 10% p.g.a. försäljning eller nedläggnig av del av företaget

Inget av ovanstående

49.  Vilken omsättning hade Ni år: (Svara i tusentals kronor)

2002 kkr 1999

50.  Hur har Er marknadsandel förändrats de senaste tre åren? Väsentlig
minskning

Väsentlig
  ökningOförändrad

51.  Hur har Ert rörelseresultat (resultat efter avskrivningar)
       förändrats de senaste tre åren?

Väsentlig
minskning

Väsentlig
  ökningOförändrat

 Vi är ingen
resultatenhet

1
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